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Foreword
Welcome to the compilation of winning and highly
commended entries from the 2015/16 Hall Caine Prize for
Creative Writing.

The prize was founded and is sponsored by Mrs Gloria
Rukeyser in memory of her famous great grandfather, Sir
Thomas Henry Hall Caine, who was a highly celebrated
novelist, playwright and journalist of his time.It is run by
the Department of Education and Children (DEC).

Entry is open to students in full-time education in the Isle
of Man aged 21 and under.

This year's competition had the theme 'Echoes' and
attracted 930 entries.

Through its freedom to flourish curriculum, the DEC
encourages young people to be creative in their thoughts
and to express this in their writing.

The Hall Caine Prize is a perfect outlet for this creativity
and is an important part of the education calendar.

The standard of entries this year was as high as ever and I
hope you will enjoy reading the winning and highly
commended entries and share with me pride that the Isle
of Man boasts such talented young writers.

Who knows - perhaps one or more of them will go on to be
as renowned as Hall Caine himself.

Hon Tim Crookall MLC
Minister for Education and Children
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Echoes from the BaieynOoig
Sharp and glass-like, the sand bit my aching feet like a shoal of hungry, piranha
fish. I sprinted towards my friends; Katie, an odd girl with chocolate brown
eyes, and Steve with masses of spiral ginger hair, all wet as he climbed out of
the salty, foaming sea. I gazed hypnotically across at the bright fairy lights
which spanned the distance across Port Erin bay. The rolling purple fog emerged
from behind the hills above like a pair of velvet curtains closing for the evening.

Our golden plan was to sneak surreptitiously this special Hop-tu-naa night to
the arcane beach caves and investigate the unaccountable, echoing noises
that screamed through the walls as the roaring waves licked the beach and
rock pools hungrily. Some Manx old folk created gossip and wild rumours about
the strange, high pitch wails being singing Manx fairies imprisoned in the
watery tomb, or Tarroo Ushtey, the water bull who lived below the muddy
waters.

This particular night, we shuffled to the dark, shadowy caves. I felt like I was
trapped in a nightmare, it was spooky, creepy and terrifying as we
crept…silently… in the blackness until we stumbled across a secret door. We
opened it slowly…and suddenly we were blinded by gleaming, golden coins
and a mountain of treasure!

Then we heard hissing echoes coming from the other caverns, as the salty sea
lapped against the rocks. Maybe the tinny whispers were the wispy fairies
singing sweet hymns to their mistress Queen. Or maybe the sounds were the
greedy waves lapping against the rocky caves, swishing and swirling.

Suddenly, Steve screamed in terror. “Be quiet,” said Katie “We don’t know
what could happen. I thought that fairies didn’t exist in the real world”.

Again, I heard a sharp banging, smashing noise like a glass shattering against
a solid, wooden wall. What happened? Was it an angry fairy trying to tell Katie
that they did exist? Or was the smashing noise the angry river bull trying to
escape the darkest, watery cave which imprisoned him.

I started to limp across the rocks, feeling tired and weary. Then we heard
Katie’s mum calling her in the distance.

So off she ran, leaving Steve and I behind to solve this incredible mystery. I
spotted a bright light, and a rainbow of fireworks exploded - pink, purple and
green. Suddenly we saw a pair of massive feet. Steve peered up and saw a
huge fairy with golden hair and a gathering of little fairies surrounding the
Queen fairy, all singing beautiful melodies, just like I thought. So this was the
mystery of the hollowing echoes that had plagued Port Erin’s abandoned
coastal caves for years.
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As I stumbled away, I thought to myself … one day, when I am much older, I
will be a famous Manx author and write a story about my childhood adventure
on Port Erin beach.

First Prize
Scarlett Christopher-Everett – The Buchan School
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Mind the Gap
Oblivious to the throngs of commuters, shoppers and tourists, I hurry along
Villiers Street, heading for my place of comfort and sanctuary. Behind thick
scudding clouds the moon desperately struggles to bathe the streets in light,
whilst a damp brooding winter mist tries in vain to strangle the sodium street
lights. I do not care for this time of year. Not anymore. Ahead of me, from out
of the gloom, I pick out the brightly illuminated roundel of Embankment
underground station.

I descend into the subterranean world. Rows and rows of gleaming lustrous
colours snake along the walls, turning the mundane into the magical-
unexpected for something so deep underground. The platforms have a
beguiling grubbiness, but I hardly notice, for the bright tiles catch my eye. I
stand staring for a while, mesmerised, even though I come here often. But it
isn’t just the tiles. No, I’m busy thinking about my husband.

I loved him with every being in my body, and after he passed away grief stole
love’s place in my heart. The only crumb of comfort I get is knowing that I can
listen to his voice, even though he died three years ago. Grief is a tsunami that
smashes down upon you with extraordinary force, sweeping you up into its
darkness. Everything floating around reminds you of the beauty of the ship that
was, and is no more. All you can do is float, trying to grasp a piece of flotsam
and so you hang on for a while – maybe a memory or a photograph, or someone
who is also floating. For me, it’s Oswald’s voice – it has poignant significance.

Yes, his voice. When Oswald was alive, he was the man who recorded “Mind
the Gap!” for all to hear as they entered or exited a train. That was decades
ago. Now Embankment is the only station that still plays his recording. So most
nights, after work, I make my way here, take a seat, and I will often miss a
few trains so that I can hear Oswald authoritatively reminding everyone to
“Mind the Gap!” Hearing his voice is so soothing, so comforting, so wonderful.

I finally reach the northbound platform and take my seat. Almost as soon as I
sit down, a train is suddenly spat out of the tunnel and rushes into the station
with a deafening roar. The doors open and a parade of humanity disembarks:
a pregnant woman struggling with her toddler, Christmas revellers and a
boisterous stag party. It’s a strange thing about the underground. One minute
it can resemble a manic pinball machine, with people shuffling in all
directions – forwards and backwards. Then it’s practically deserted, looking
like a murder scene before the crime. Then “Mind the Gap!” is played and
repeated in Oswald’s gentlemanly tone. This is the last train, so I must catch
it and head back home. As I hear him saying “Mind the Gap!” under my breath
I reply “Thank you darling, I will”.

Second Prize
Ophelia Watts – Arbory Primary School
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Triple Axel
“No, just five more minutes I can nail it I’m sure” said Reuben fervently. He
had mousy brown hair and clothes that hung off him something mighty. “No
it’s the night before New Year and you’re not to stay out all hours!” slurred
his mum. Reuben sighed, his only goal in life was to become a professional ice
skater and prove to the world what he could do. But this year the ice on the
pond was thin and threatened to break with every move. He lived in the gutter
with his mum, they were homeless. His dad had left his mum unconscious and
had taken all their money, so when the rent came along they were in trouble,
the only thing Reuben had was a pair of charity shop bought skates and a
mother who was spending all their well earnt begging money on drinking
herself to death. Reuben’s ambition was to land a triple axel, a skate move
where you do three aerial spins. “Mum I have to perfect it for the New Year's
competition tomorrow in Central Park for amateur ice skaters!” whined
Reuben.

“For God’s sake you’ve been on about that since Easter. Nothing ever goes our
way and you’re never going to win that competition” said mum as she began
to walk away slightly swaying from all the whisky. “Mum please don’t go”
Reuben whispered. “No I’ve had it! It’s funny your father always said you were
a disgrace to him. And now, you’re a disgrace to me too” she said softly.
“Nothing will ever get better for me” Reuben muttered.

Reuben carried his battered skates along to the frozen pond, people all around
him sighed and tutted at the state of him. “Little vermin running around like
‘im should be exterminated” chuckled one man. Reuben cursed under his
breath and walked on for what seemed like forever before he saw the ice. It
was very thin and cracked in some places, to go on it would be thoughtless;
but Reuben had never had an education. So thought wasn’t really his strongest
point. “And down axel spin spin spin” said Reuben quietly to himself. He spun
faster and faster and faster until he lept into the air. One, two spins, but there
was no three. The ice had given way and Reuben was falling into the freezing
cold water but he was not feeling anything. He was only hearing the echoes
of every person who had judged him in his entire life. “You’re worthless, poor,
broken, dull. Nothing, nothing, nothing……”

Third Prize
Charlotte Derbyshire – St Thomas’s CE School
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Shadow
The sheer stones hidden beneath the pure sand were striking against my soft
skin creating long, narrow scars down the centre of my arm. The sweaty hand
of my ‘dad’ had been crushing the nails of mine, guiding me through the vast
area of the Middle East, that looked as if it held no horizon. But I didn't care
now, my mind had already sensed fear, a long time ago. It was just a matter
of time before it struck…aiming directly at me.

Where he fell,
I lay.
He?
My brother...

He was really wonderful. I looked up to him, I have done till he left our dying
family, that was fading to dust. I lay there thinking, staring into the blazing
sun, whereas below me, hidden by shadows, was the immeasurable crack
which held all the secrets. From echoes that shattered your ears to death
written all over the walls. Billy seemed amused, taken by surprise by this
colossal fracture. His eyes seemed to glow a dusty green when he was scared
or shocked, and this was one of these moments. I tried to calm him down but
as time rapidly passed, I slowly revealed the terror inside his fearful body and
realised that I couldn't help that much. But what I didn't know was that the
ones from my echoes from my past were a hairs breadth behind me, breathing
down my neck, freezing me, making me stop along with my terrorising
secrets, that where hidden beneath the truth.

It was time to find them, the friendly ones. Not the ones who kept me as a
prisoner, not the one who beat me to my bare bones. Just the friendly ones.
The thing was, I couldn’t think straight, I was all tied up in my own series of
dilemmas. But I didn’t care, I had to find the truth before I failed, and lost all
my hope. Hope you have to work for, and I’m not losing it here.

”You're staying in my reach and I’ll never, ever let go of you. I promise”.

I paused, I didn't dare to open my mouth any more. Sweat rained down from
my forehead, dripping into my sky blue eyes, stinging them making them
water. I began to cry. Stronger, quicker, tears kept coming. I was lost,
somewhere, anywhere. I didn’t know, no one knew. Echoes sounded all around
me, closing down on me. Flashbacks fluttered though my head, the good
times…the bad times. They seemed so close that it was like they were written
on the walls. I was drawn nearer and nearer to the wrong path, the one that
would destroy my future. But I couldn't stop myself. They were manipulating
me. The ghosts from my past were loose now, not in my control…left to haunt
me and my future, but I didn’t care. I had found the truth, no matter how
much they haunt you, you never lose your shadow.

Adam French
Highly Commended – Ballaugh Primary School
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The Bluebird’s song
1901

As I walked into the kitchen, the usual morning chaos had already begun;
Emily was shouting at Victoria for eating her share of bread and butter, and
Victoria, as usual, was retorting vigorously about her being hungry and that
she couldn’t live off her share of food alone. And Cassidy was standing calmly
in the corner fixing her hair and straightening her expensive dress bought by
one of her many admirers. And then there was Mother bustling around
splitting up Victoria and Emily, calming down Alexander and pushing Cassidy
towards the door so she wouldn’t be late. I just stood there, the sounds of my
busy family life echoing around in my head long after they had gone.

I left the house to go to work at the factory. The echoes in the room make
work life ten times louder and they often give me relentless headaches for
weeks on end. But there was one new perk of working at the factory: Oscar,
the new boy. I knew he must be my age because he was in with the young
ones, but he looked about eighteen, what, with his strong muscular arms, his
striking jet black hair, and his eyes, oh his eyes, how they danced and shone.
They were the same delicate blue as a bluebird. And when those eyes stared
at you, it was almost impossible to look away.

“Hello. It’s Darcy, right?” Oscar used a hushed tone, as light as a bluebird’s
feather. I turned away from my work to find those hypnotizing blue eyes
looking at me, unblinking.

“Well, a pleasure to meet you,” then he walked off. And I was left to my work,
slightly shaken, with a whole flock of bluebirds flying round in my stomach.

I’ve been with him six months now, just us together. And sometimes he’ll sing
for me. And when he does even the bluebirds stop to listen. He makes me feel
calm. When the morning rush won’t stop echoing around in my head, I go to
him. And I am calm.

Today I am on my way to work, and I start skipping. As bizarre as it may sound,
I can’t stop myself. Because at work I get to see the boy with the bluebird’s
eyes, the boy who whispers even in the sound of the busy factory. Today, as
usual, I am going to see Oscar.

But Oscar isn’t here. I look everywhere. Then I ask the boss. He says… He says
Oscar’s in prison... For stealing apples to feed his family...He will be hanged
today.

I run out of the factory, to the town square, just in time to hear a voice echo
around the square:
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“ Would any last family like to bid farewell to prisoner 549: Oscar Smith?”

“Me!” I rush forward and join Oscar on the platform in time to hear him utter
some last words for me.

“Love... Love you” Then he sings me a song, in his old hushed voice. He said
it was called the Bluebird’s song.

And however long I may live for, those words will always, always, echo in my
head.

Highly Commended
Graihagh Kelsey – St Thomas’s CE School
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Echoes of the Past
“Don’t do it!” he screamed. “Please!”

“Give me one good reason why,” Sergeant Hamley said coldly.

“Gott in himmel. I beg you…please don’t!”

William sat up in bed, sweating and shivering. Who was Sergeant Hamley? That
voice? Who was that voice? The visions had started last week and hadn’t
stopped since. Every morning, a black haired man was seen pacing outside
William’s front door. But whenever William opened the door, the man had
disappeared, leaving only the echo of the word “why?”

William wasn’t what you would call a “normal” ten-year-old boy. He knew
magic. Not “hocus pocus, jiggery pokery”, but real magic, proper magic. He
could fly, he could throw fireballs, and could throw people backwards with a
simple wave of the hand.

One morning, William decided to sneak up and capture the sad looking man,
when he saw him again walking outside the house, and sprung into action. He
waited for the moment to strike and then jumped out of the window without
a sound. BAM!!! A red-hot fireball hit the man’s face, knocking him out.
William walked over to the man, extinguished the flames and brought him
inside.

William sat in his bedroom all day watching his prisoner. Finally, the man woke
up finding himself tied up.

“Where am I?” he asked. “Why…”

The man vanished! The word “why” echoed throughout the house. William
went to bed and tried to forget about his strange day.

“I beg you, please don’t!”
“KILL HIM!” ordered Sergeant Hamley.
“NEIN!!!” screamed the voice.
BANG!
“That’s the last of that lot killed!” He laughed manically, putting down the
gun.

It was 1916, WW1 the Battle of the Somme. The landscape was devastated,
not a blade of grass in sight. Sergeant Hamley was leading his troops into
battle and suddenly machine gun bullets started spraying at his troops. Twenty
of the seventy men in the unit died in the attack. The fifty men, including
Sergeant Hamley, dived into a shell hole and waited. Everything was silent and
still. Sergeant Hamley looked out. An enemy sniper saw his face and pulled
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the trigger. The bullet hit his helmet, saving his life, but knocking him out.
Hours later Sergeant Hamley came round with bombs pouring down on them,
shrapnel shells exploding. Everyone was killed.

William woke up and thought, “Poor Sergeant Hamley”. He heard the faint
word “why?” still echoing quietly around the house. What he saw next sent a
shiver down his spine…

There was a man sitting crying, in the corner of William’s bedroom. There was
something odd about him, he didn’t seem so…real. He looked like…SERGEANT
HAMLEY! Before William could do anything, the ghostly figure disappeared,
leaving the echo, “WHY?”

The sun came up and William opened the window and looked out. He heard
the sound of the postman, the sound of cars in the distance, the sound of
leaves on the trees. Then he noticed a poppy in his window box.

Highly Commended
Magnus Taggart – The Buchan School
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No Lives Left
Here I am again. Ava Hill, lying in a hospital bed with a doctor looking over
me. I wonder why I'm here again with another broken bone. My mother comes
over and I ask her. "You had a bit of an accident in the park climbing up trees
- you were very lucky that girl saved you, you could have been killed!" I had
no idea what she was talking about.

"Ok, Ava is all right to go home," explained the Doctor, "but remember, watch
what you're doing and where you're going." "Thank you!" replied mother. I
asked mother who the girl was in the park she was talking about. "Someone
with auburn hair and green eyes with glasses. She looked just like you." But
who was it?

On the way to the car I was thinking about what happened. No one could of
saved me. All I remember was my friends up in the tree, and the park was
empty. My mum must have been daydreaming, no one saved me. I was not
thinking and walked straight into the road. I screamed as a petrol lorry was
about to hit me, when out of nowhere a strange girl appeared. A girl with
auburn hair and green eyes with glasses. I was shocked and amazed. How did
she save me? How did she know I was in trouble? Can she read minds? Time
travel? I had no idea.

At home I was so confused. I started thinking. Then a weird echo came to my
head. I kept on seeing a girl just like me but my imagination can take over my
head sometimes. Later I went to the beach with my friends. Zara wanted us
to go for a swim. I went in even though I am not a very good swimmer. I went
in deep, water covering my body, waves washing into my face, swallowing
water I started drowning. I felt something pulling me to shore. When I woke
up I saw the same girl running away, like she didn't want me to see her. Then
the paramedic was kneeling by me, they were asking me if I was all right. I
told them I was perfectly fine and I asked them about the girl.

"What girl?" they asked.

I walked to the top of Hills End Cliff, my favourite spot. I was walking around
admiring the view when suddenly the girl appeared she seemed ghostly and
unnatural. I asked her name. She took her hands out of her ragged pockets and
moved them closer to me. Her hands hit my chest and she pushed me off the edge.

"Ava Hill," she laughed.

She had saved me all those times but not anymore. And as I was falling the
echoes came to my head and I noticed I am her, she is me.

Highly Commended
Milly Donnelly – Braddan Primary School
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Echo
What’s happening to me? The darkness is surrounding me like a hug, except it’s
so cold. Why is it so cold? Last thing I remember; I was driving with my son
Damien. We were singing along to his favourite song on the radio. I really didn’t
think his match would still be on so late and in the middle of winter. Although
he insisted we go and find out. The roads were so slippery, so dangerous. I
didn’t want Damien to know I was scared, so I kept driving but the inevitable
blizzard engulfed us, and the haunting echo of Damien’s terrified shriek was
unforgettable. I knew the match wouldn’t be on but I would do anything for
my boy. My boy! Damien; where is he? Is he alright? Hello? Why can’t anyone
hear me. My name is David Blakemort. I need some help.

Nothing, not even a speckle of light. The darkness isn’t comparable to
anything I’ve ever witnessed. Not even having your eyes plastered shut or the
darkest memory you remember, this blackness is the worst.

Help me, please. I don’t know what’s happening to me. Please! My son –
Damien, is he alright? Am I alright? Why isn’t anyone answering me?

The silence roaring in my ears is definite. It’s similar to that of a deaf man. I
can’t hear my own heart beat or my own breathing! It’s just me, the darkness
and the silence.

What’s that noise? There is definitely a noise there. Is it a voice? What’s it
saying? It sounds like a voice although I can’t hear what its saying! It’s like I’m
hearing it through water or multiple layers of fabric. What is it saying?!

The sound has remained neutral for what seems like an eternity now and the
thing making my blood run cold is the swirling flame of light about two feet
across from me. The pin prick has grown and is now the size of a football.
Since I have no control of my ligaments, it would be impossible for me to go
over to it. Although there’s now an indescribable motion around me. I’m not
too sure if it’s hurtling towards me or I’m moving towards it.

I’m almost at the edge of the illuminous globe-shape now. The silhouette of
three bodies together, clasping each other’s hands are all I can make out from
where I am now.

I’ve never felt so hopeless and so dead-limbed. I need to look into the room I
seem to be hovering above. I know I’ve seen it before – it’s inescapable. The
room is so familiar although I feel like I’ve never been in it, everything seems
so new.

Maybe these people know where my Son is. Maybe they are sat around that
table to help him, well it looks like a table at least. Why can’t I see properly?
It feels like my eyes are missing something! What’s happening to me?
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I seem to have subconsciously moved closer. Why do they all look so sad? Why
are they holding each other’s hands so tightly? Maybe they know something I
don’t and it’s about me … or my Son! They all look so sad!

There’s that noise again!

That woman’s talking right there at the head of the table! Although the words
are still unrecognisable the movement of the woman’s lips is obvious. She is
talking.

“I summon the echo, the spirit, the life-force that was, Mark Blakemort!
Come, shade of Mark Blakemort, be here with us in this room. Your loving
family would know of you! Give them a sign that you are well!”

Suddenly I realise what I’m seeing. This is a séance. That woman is a Medium.
And those other two people are my family! That’s my wife! And Damien! My
son, Damien! He’s alive! Thank God! But why aren’t I … oh … of course.
Damien survived. But I didn’t. They’re summoning me. I’m the echo they’re
calling.

“Give your loving family the peace they seek spirit! Let them know you are
well and happy and everything is good,” intoned the old woman.

Well? Happy? Good? NO! None of that is true! None of it! This is a horrible
place. I’m cold and alone! I hate it here! I’m so scared! There’s nothing but
the endless, empty darkness and the crushing, oppressive silence! The awful,
never-ending, coldness! The loneliness! The eternal, haunting emptiness! I’m
screaming the words at them but I can’t hear myself.

“I can hear him!” the woman is saying. “He has a message for you. I can hear
his voice! He says … Mark says … he wants you to know … that he is … happy.
So very happy. And at peace.”

NOOO! That’s not what I said! I’m NOT happy here! You can’t really hear me
can you? You’re a fake! A charlatan! That’s not what I said … No! They’re
leaving now. The woman has said the spirit has left us so they’re leaving me.
They’ve gone into another room and I’m alone with this stupid old woman
who’s cheated my family!

The old woman looked up at the ceiling. Directly at Mark Blakemort.

“No Mark, I’m not a fake. I heard every word you said. I can see you and hear
you even now. But really Mark, do you want your family to know what the
Afterlife is really like? They need to live on Mark. And not be afraid of death.
If you knew what it was like when you die would that have made you feel
better? So we lie to the living so they can get through life. We all do it Mark.
What choice do we have? We can’t tell them the truth. I’m sorry.”
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The woman blew out one of the 3 candles and the opening to her world
shrank.

She continued talking, “I know you’re scared. I know you’re alone. In the
darkness. And the cold. I will talk with you when I can Mark.”

She blew out another candle and the hole got smaller, it was barely visible at
all now.

“But you have to face the facts Mark. This is your existence now. Cold, empty,
eternal blackness. I’m sorry …” pffft.

And then there was nothing. Just the echoing emptiness of eternity. Forever.

First Prize
Amy Jade Hawke
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The Voice
It is everywhere. The voice. The loud, vicious, uncontrollable voice. Spinning my
life in every possible direction. Controlling my every move. Echoing around my
head with every single chance it has. Suddenly my World has been turned upside
down. Slowly but surely opportunities sliding out of my grasp because of the voice.

My name is Sophia Williams and I live in Stratford, London. Soon it is the
auditions for the Royal Academy of Dance. We have to choreograph two
dances in two weeks also juggling GCSE exams. My lifelong dream is to become
a professional dancer at the RAD. Ballet is my passion and I wish to pursue a
career in dance one way or another. It’s not an unusual dream; I probably
share the exact same one with millions of other girls; on stage pirouetting in
Swan Lake or even the Nutcracker; lush red perfect roses thrown at my feet;
a standing ovation after performing at the opera house. Many people move out
of the ballet phase for horses or pop bands but for me the love of ballet stuck.

All I wanted was silence; for the voices to stop. “You’re a weak, lazy, sloppy
dancer. Push harder, work harder, try harder”. That last one got to me. “Try
harder”. That’s all I have ever done. Ballet class after ballet class, leotard after
leotard. My whole life revolves around ballet and it will for the rest of my life.

Today I galloped to the studio to start choreographing my dances. I skipped
breakfast as it would take up too much precious rehearsal time. When I
arrived at the studio it felt safe like home. I immediately went to an empty
studio and searched through all the CDs to find the perfect songs for my pointe
and classical dances. I found two songs that matched my neat, pristine and
determined personality.

I slide on my pointe shoes wrapping the silky, perfect ribbon around my ankles
in a rehearsed pattern. I was about to start dancing when I saw myself in a
leotard and tights and was horrified. How have I never noticed this before? I
looked like an enormous beast in tights. What must my peers think of me?
Scared I ran to my dance bag to put an oversized jumper over my leotard to
try and cover it all up. I tried to push that to the back of my mind and focus
on the life changing audition.

It took me hours to finish both dances and hunger ached through my stomach.
I realised I hadn’t eaten all day but that wasn’t a bad thing as I needed to
keep my body in shape for the audition.

“You’re a heavy footed, elephantine dancer, bulging out of your leotard in
every way possible. You are too fat and too ugly”.

As the days pass the voice intensifies and the echo becomes more powerful.
I’ve stopped eating altogether as when I don’t eat there is silence and when
I do eat it shouts and screams negative words at me.
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Today is audition day; the day that could make or break a dancer’s path to the
Royal Academy of Dance. Anxiety floods through my body and the butterflies
in my stomach feel like they are in a compact cage ready to explode.

I arrive at the Academy and my stomach continues to churn but I am not sure
if it is hunger or nerves. I haven’t eaten all week except for a few almonds
and apples. Walking in to the building feels like a dream in itself; the shiny
white desk and the soft, plush rhinestone studded chairs. The signing in sheet
even looks posh and as I scribble my signature I cannot take my eyes off the
photographs hanging in the entrance of the dancers on pointe with their
exquisite posture. The waiting area is full of hopeful dancers like me anxiously
waiting for their names to be called.

“There is no way that you will succeed”.

My name is called. My future is riding on this ten minute audition. As I follow the
tall, slim, grey haired lady down the narrow corridor my legs shake with fear.

“You will mess up. You don’t know the dance. You won’t make it in a billion
years”.

I stand in front of the judges and try and block out the voice and focus on the
dance. Now it is my chance to shine and show the RAD what I’m made of. I
gracefully walk to my starting position. Without warning the music’s sweet tune
runs through my body. I start off really well until ‘the voice’ interrupts. “You will
fall out of the next pirouette, you will fall off releve, you will, you will, you will.”

The interrogating voice catches me off balance. I stumble out of my turn
awkwardly, trying to hide the trip and instinctively I prepare for a double
pirouette. “Fall, fall, fall, fall, fall” yells the voice. Suddenly the room
becomes hot, too hot and smaller and darker.

My eyes flicker open; I am astonished to see myself lying in a hospital bed. What
had happened? Why was I here? A nurse enters through a wooden door
presumably to check up on me but I have no idea what for. “Sophie, Sophie
Williams?” she asks me, “Oh good you’re awake. Do you remember anything that
happened at all?” I shake my head not aware of anything. “You fainted during an
audition, we took some tests and I have to ask how has your eating been lately?”
I couldn’t lie to a nurse; I told her everything about the stress and the voice. She
informs me that I have a severe eating disorder and will have to stay in hospital
until I grow stronger and attend therapy with a food doctor four times a week.

Finally I know what the voice is called that has been echoing in my head. It’s
called Anorexia.

Second Prize
Maia Parry – Queen Elizabeth II High School
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Echoes
I am going to die; they are going to kill me; they will all hear my echoes.

My name is Pete Myres. I sit in my lonely cell, surrounded by murderers.
Everyone here is a murderer, including me. Despite this, my fellow inmates
are not the ones I fear. This prison is in the centre of a remote desert of frozen
water. A thick grey landscape drained of all its colour and humanity; reflecting
my own personality, for living in this hell hole changes you completely.

The tyrants of this place call themselves ‘The Guards’ like we are some
greater evil that they, the heroes, protect the world from. Yes, we are evil,
we are murderers, but they are monsters.

The Guards ensure that our world consists only of these prison walls. We, the
inmates, are never allowed to go outside or out of our miniscule, dingy cells
that emit the constant reek of desperation. The only interaction with others
is when the doors are lifted. Joining in a yawning chorus they creak open into
an outer cell where we share our meals.

My cell is linked with three other inmates: Jones, Mesko and my only true friend,
James. He was convicted for murdering a young child he was trying to save at
the time from a flood; but did not realise how fragile young bones are. The child
was being swept away from him so he reached out and caught her by the
shoulder. Pulling her away from the current, a rock caught her head. James gave
one desperate and deadly tug. A scream, a snap and a limp body in his arms. Her
neck broken, her blood spilled. He never got over it. Even now, twenty years
after, he cries himself to sleep; mourning over the body that he held.

My story goes untold; I have never told anyone; the only ones who know it are
The Guards. They know everyone’s sins; maybe that’s what they think about
whilst they make the echoes, whilst they play them over and over.

The ‘echoes’ as we call them, are the final screams of a different inmate every
day, played over and over on the howling speakers that inhabit every cell in
the prison. Early at five a.m. each morning one new inmate arrives and takes
the cell of one of us; the previous owner of that cell is taken away by the
Guards. They would never see another day, pace another step or sleep another
night but their final agonizing screams would be heard by everyone here. The
playbacks would usually go on for an hour, a new set of screams every day.

There was no pattern to who the Guards would choose next but no one ever
died without their echoes being played.

I had become accustomed to James’ mourning at night, it had become normal
and familiar to me, so when it abruptly halted I woke within seconds. Sitting
up, I saw a face on the other side of the bars that didn’t belong to James. It
was his replacement. This thought paralyzed me with shock for a moment
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before the wave of realisation washed over me. They were going to play his
echoes next.

I couldn’t simply stand by, could I? No. James was my only source of remembrance
of the outside world. The sweet taste of exhaust in your lungs; the sound of
chattering people bustling along the pavement; the smell of cheap hot dogs made
from God knows what. That was freedom - that was what I missed the most.

I waited until the next shift-exchange and until a guard was within my reach.
Key cards dangling from his tight fitting belt. I curled my hand into a fist threw
it with an almighty thump into the guard’s stomach sending him flying
backwards. Then snatching the key cards, I marched to the cell doors while
Jones, Mesko and the replacement watched in awe.

Using the cards, I scanned the doors and they swiftly drew back revealing a
blindingly white corridor. There were foot prints across the floor; although
they were not dirty as one may imagine, but a dark and bold red, making a
statement of suffering across the overly polished floor. In the long years I had
spent without one, I had a purpose. James’ rescue.

I heard gruff voices coming from a room on my right. So instinctively I slid
through an open door and into a crescent shaped room. One concrete wall
loomed like a great shadow over glass that covered the inner half looking
down upon the ice field where five iron manacles were drilled in, as if
displaying an animal in a zoo. Which, as I would soon discover, was exactly
what it was doing.

Two guards dragged James like a rag doll out onto the translucent death-trap
of frozen water and clamped him into the manacles. His legs, arms and neck
were grasped by the iron fists. What I experienced next was not twisted, cruel
or inhumane; it was worse than any mixture of those words. The mask of pure
terror that his face twisted into was horrific to witness as the guards walked
calmly off the ice and plunged a metal rod into it. Another guard, who stood
beside the glass, pushed a tape into a recorder then pulled a bulky lever. One
switch - one man - five manacles – one hundred thousand volts surging through
the ice and into James’ body- one whirr of the tape. The screams that
followed tore the pulse from your heart, the blood from your veins, the
feeling from your skin and the sanity from your mind...

I awoke with my back pressed against a freezing surface and unable to move
my legs, arms or neck. My memories flood back: the ice, the manacles, the
tape, the switch.

From somewhere in the back of my mind I hear the whirr of a tape, the
recording of my echoes…over and over…

Third Prize
Laura Nicholson – Castle Rushen High School
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Sisters of Mercy
They took my hair. They took my clothes. They took my name. They took my
daughter.

Standing at the gates to the Magdalene asylum where I had been incarcerated
for twenty years, I‘ve come back to exorcise the ghosts of those who had died
here within this austere architecture of confinement.

The decaying complex of buildings stands completely devoid of life. Approaching
it, the windows glare at me like the eyes of an empty soul, the grand door gives
me the impression that it is the gateway to Hell. And it was. Ivy gnarls its way
through broken windows, twisting its leathery stems throughout the laundry. The
putrid stench of damp and rot clogs my nose, making me wretch. All around me
weathered mortar sheds off, like a moulting snake. Generations of spiders had
decorated the peeling walls with cobwebs of delicate beauty, though now even
they are in disarray. Fragments of plaster lie over a long untrodden tiled floor,
their only purpose to soak up unfettered rain whilst water seeps through rotting,
blistered window frames to feed the mould and mildew.

Cautiously, I ascend the rickety stairs to the dormitory where I had slept. All
that remains are the rusting iron bed frames. I walk warily over to the only
window, haunted by what had happened there. That window gave us light
when all was dark, but it had its own dark, dark secret.

Lucy hadn’t stopped crying for her baby since she arrived. Her pain was raw
and savage and it just kept on growing like a beast inside her. So desperate to
see her son, in a bid to escape, she fashioned a rope by knotting sheets
together, one end tied to her metal bed-post, the other flung out of the
casement. Clambering out, Lucy swung down; I held my breath - the sheets
didn’t stretch far enough. We were six storeys up - she fell the last three. I
heard the sickening thump as she hit the ground. Looking down, we saw her
lying there like a broken doll, crimson blood streaming from her head staining
the virgin snow. I saw it all; I heard her terrible scream. For months it echoed
in my dreams and the image of her there stays with me today. We didn’t go
to her funeral. The nuns didn’t talk about her at all, save to say that she was
a temptation to her Grandfather, that she made up wicked stories about him
and that she was a sinner. We didn’t believe them; Lucy wouldn’t lie. Her
name was never mentioned again, but I’ll never forget her. Not ever.

Tears trickle down my cheeks. How could God let this happen? Anger and
sadness mix together, bubbling and boiling in my brain. Why did we have to
endure such abuse? Why?

The days took on a punishing routine. Get up, kneel by the bed for Morning
Prayer, wash, dress, go to chapel for Mass, eat a breakfast of bread and
dripping, scrub the convent, then to the laundry to slave there all day in
enforced silence. Dinner of cabbage and potato or maybe a watery stew, and
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back to chapel for more prayer. And the cycle would start again. The days
leaked into weeks, months, years. We had no contact with the outside world.
It was the sixties: the Beatles had released “Sgt. Pepper”, the US was
embroiled in a bitter war in Vietnam and Neil Armstrong had taken his one
small step. We knew nothing of it living an isolated existence in a hybrid
between prison and workhouse, each of us with shorn hair and clothed in dour
grey calico dresses. Gradually, I lost any sense of my identity.

I hurry into the refectory with my head bent, expecting a beating from Sister
but none comes. Looking up I realise no one is there, only the long wooden
benches and tables.

Sitting down in my usual place, number 53’s place I suddenly recall seeing
Mother Superior’s face as she violently and relentlessly laid into a girl who
remained unresponsive to her beating.

Rushing outside I try to banish images of Lucy from my mind but I’m
confronted by a line of yew trees with boughs twisted like contorted ligaments
writhing in a silent scream. Below them lie cold grey stones, each marking a
dwelling place in which no one is home. Row upon row of tombstones stand
erect in silence all around me - a sea of the dead. Each stone simply says ‘A
Penitent’. No name, no age, nothing, just ‘A Penitent’. And that was what we
were. Or so the nuns kept telling us.

The order of nuns that ‘looked after us’ were the Sisters of Mercy. There was
nothing merciful about them. I think they liked seeing us in pain. When I
wasn’t crying in agony, I was crying inside. I cried for my new-born wrenched
from my arms before I could kiss her, for my friends and the life I had known.
They never called us by our names, just our numbers.

I can’t leave without entering the mother and baby room. It was there I had
laboured for hours to bring my only child into the world. There was no pain
relief, no epidural, no mask of gas and air, not even an aspirin. But the pain
of giving birth was nothing compared with what I felt when she was ripped
from me, taken away forever to what they said would be a better life.

Finally the Taoiseach has apologised to those women who had been confined
in Ireland’s Magdalene Laundries acknowledging the harrowing physical and
psychological abuse they endured there that led us to a lifetime of hurt,
loneliness and shame.

After a long time and all the stigma I can say, “Yes, I was a Magdalene.” No
more guilt, no more shame. Not for me, not for Lucy.

They took my hair. They took my clothes. They took my name. They took my
daughter.

Highly Commended
Aalish Watts – Castle Rushen High School
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Echoes of my past
I was curled up in my heated bed sleeping, dreaming of my family that I left
behind on the plains of Africa. When the echoes of my past came back to
haunt my dreams. I heard the trumpet of an elephant. That sound reminds me
of an airplane taking off or landing. In the echoes of my dreams I hear a
buffalo stamping her hoof ready to defend her young against an attacking the
lioness. In the distance I hear the echoes of the lions roaring in anticipation
of the feast they will enjoy when the lioness returns with her kill. I remember
watching these battles taking place. The buffalo running for their lives,
surrounding their young and dodging the lioness. The lionesses know that they
have to dodge the buffalo’s sharp hooves. One kick and they could be killed.
The lioness gives up the chase with the buffalo and turns spotting out of the
corner of her eye the old ragged zebra. Then she goes in for the kill as she
jumps at the zebra and disables it from running away by biting its left leg. She
then bites its neck with all of her power. With these echoes of the sounds of
the kill, I can also smell the dust and blood in the air.

I turn over in my sleep and I feel the cold damp air surround me, I shiver and
go back to sleep. My dreams are once again haunted by the echoes of my past.
The sounds of the insects chirping in the midday sun. While I lay back under a
tree and take a nice long nap or I lie next to the rock pool after enjoying a cold
drink of refreshing water from a nearby stream. I remember the sun beating
down on our faces and bodies, always being warm. Just like the warmth of the
love of my family being around me, I am so lonely here without them. I feel
cold and I wonder if I will ever see my family again. I am afraid of the strange
noises around me. Cars that roar with their own sounds of power, especially the
modified Subarus that race up and down the road in the dark.

I have lost the independence of choosing my own food, as the people around
me think that they know what’s best for me to eat. I hate that my food is not
as fresh as I had in Africa and I don’t have as big a choice of food as I used to
have.

The echoes of yesterday make my dreams turn sad and disgusted, leaving my
heart cold. These echoes are of children laughing, pointing and saying mean
things about me. They called me names like “look at his ugly face, who could
love him” or “look how funny he eats” and my favourite is “hey look he walks
like Rihanna.” The children’s mothers huddling and talking in groups are not
embarrassed by their children’s behaviour.

The sounds of the echoes in my mind are fading away as the room where I am
asleep becomes light. For just for one minute I think that today I will again
feel the hot African sun on my face, but as I open my eyes, I see that it is only
the lights in my room and as I look out of my window I see the dark, cloudy
sky and realise this was all a dream.
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My keeper walks into my little hut, he says come here boy, time for some food
and then he rubs my back in my favourite spot. My keeper is the one person
who makes all of this bearable. As I look out of my window I am reminded that
I am in a cage and that I am just to entertain all the humans who come to see
me.

My name is Rafiki and I am a Vervet Monkey from the plains of Africa who now
lives in a zoo in Chester. Please come and visit me when you are in the area.
Smile at me, wave at me and say hello.

Highly Commended
Connor Bassage – Ballakermeen High School
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Echoes
"Hello"…"Hello"…"Hello."

"Two hours!"… "Two hours!"…"Two hours!"

"Two hours and fifteen minutes I've been in here"… "in here"… "in here."

It's nearly three o'clock so it's still light outside. But that's not the case inside
this cave. I can still see but not properly. But I can hear. And every sound I
make echoes back at me. I listen to the shouting that started as my whisper.
I listen to the monsoon that was my splash. And every echo makes this whole
thing more and more real.

Oh if only I'd brought my phone. If only I knew how to swim properly. If only I
hadn’t come in this stupid cave.

But it's too late for 'if only' now. I didn't and I don't and I did. And now I’m
stuck. The water is over my waist and rising. It's biting at my bare knees and
feet. I'm freezing and exhausted.

It's not far out of the cave and round onto the beach. It could be swum. But
as a child I never learned to swim properly. I suffered from terrible anxiety. I
always feared I would drown. Kind of ironic really, because that's what's going
to happen.

I tried to get out when I first realised I was trapped but it was no use. I just
splashed around. There was no way I would make it. I carried on splashing
around the cave. I don't know why because it wasn't helping at all.

I'll admit that I cried. Yeah, I act tough when I'm with the lads but sometimes
a little cry does you good. But this wasn't a little cry. This was full on bawling.
Thinking about the lads set me off again. I'd cried about my parents, my little
sister, my dog, my mates. Everything! The cave is filled with the echoes of my
whimpering. I stop crying. There's no point. I know it's crazy but I talk to the
echoes.

"Hello"… "Hello"… "Hello."

"Still here" "Still here" "Still here."

I want to cry again but I resist the urge. "So now what?" "now what?" "now
what”?

"Why am I asking you? You're just me."…"Just me"… "just me"… "just me" "You're
right. It is just me. Stuck. Alone…”

"Not alone"… "Not alone"… "Not alone.”
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"What?!?"

You're not alone"… "not alone"… "not alone."

No! I am alone! Echoes can't talk. Not by themselves. I know I've cracked. I've
gone insane! I'm completely terrified. What the heck did I just imagine? I know
it was a hallucination but...

"You aren't crazy Jordan"… "crazy Jordan"… "crazy Jordan."

"No! I am crazy! Very crazy Jordan!"

I'm not even talking properly. I'm beside myself with fear.

"Stop!" I sob. "Stop, stop, stop!"

I'm crying and yelling and I start to hiccup.

I want to fall to my knees but if I do the water will be over my head. For a
second I am tempted to do it. No! What am I thinking? I can't just give up like
that. There's still a chance I'll be alright. There's always a chance.

"No chance"… "No chance" … "No chance."

The echoes are talking with the same rasping voice that I am. My throat is
burning after all my screaming. And that just adds to the terror of the echoes.

But I have to think positive. I must. The water is up to the bottom of my neck.
I feel as if I'm being swallowed. A slow, painful death.

"Pain" … "Pain"…"Pain."

"Slow"… "Slow"… "Slow."

There's something about the way the echoes say that. The loneliness and
sorrow in their voices provokes something deep inside me. I need to make a
decision. I know that. I should have realised earlier. I guess I was just too
scared for my own good. But now I know what I have to do. I can't just stand
here and let myself drown. I have to at least try to save myself.

I get ready to dive forward, off the rock I've been standing on. But something
is holding me back. All the anxiety and panic from my childhood comes rushing
back. The memory of one time in the deep end makes me want to throw up.
I was only five. I went under and couldn't get back up. If my Dad hadn't seen
me I probably would have drowned. That's how I got my anxiety. And now I'm
having the same feelings. But I know what I have to do.

The water is lapping at my chin. It's now or never. I take a deep breath and
dive forward. For a second everything is calm. Memories of early swimming
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lessons from when I was four come flooding back. I only did lessons for a year
but I learnt to kick my legs and push with my arms. So I do that now. Although
it's not as easy as I remember. I kick my legs and try desperately to keep my
head above the water.

It only takes thirty seconds to get out of the cave. My eyes have become so
accustomed to the darkness that the sun's light is blinding. I close my eyes
tightly, then realise what I've just done. I now have no idea where I am or
where to go. I turn out of the cave and towards what I think - and hope - is
the beach. My arms and legs are getting tired and I'm fighting the current. I
can feel myself splashing more. I carry on but I keep getting water in my
mouth. I'm really struggling now. I'm splashing frantically and choking.

My head goes under. I kick and splash but I can't get back up. I know this is
it.......

A strong pair of arms drags me onto the beach. I cough and splutter as I'm
lifted onto a stretcher. But as the ambulance doors close I smile. I made it.

Highly Commended
Hana Lawrie – Ballakermeen High School
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Echo
I was never taught the word, or the meaning of echo and I still don’t know.
I’ve only ever heard people say it, like my friends and family, when they say
it. For some reason, I never really asked what it meant. I just kind of said
something like that’s cool. I guess I couldn’t really be bothered to hear a
whole story about the word echo.

So that’s what it means, I thought to myself as I walked out of my English
classroom. My English teacher, Miss Bartler was shocked to hear that I didn’t
know. So, she forced me to listen to her while she talked about what it was.
We were talking about it because my class and I had to write a story about one
for a competition.

It’s the end of the day so it’s three, I only have to be home at half past five..
So I decided to go and hear an echo for myself. My teacher told me about a
place that I could go to which wasn’t too far away from school.

So when I shouted the first time, I realised how quiet it was. I shouted again
and listened even more carefully and it’s a repeat of me. It’s the greatest
thing that I ever heard. I’m just, I’m shocked.

A family has just got here, they’re doing echoes too. There was a young boy
there and he looked really bored. He was doing what I would do when my
family went to places like this. I always felt bored and this boy looks a lot like
that.

I went up to the boy and said hi, just to see if he was upset. He said hi back
and asked me if I was here alone. This boy was a bit stupid, of course I’m here
alone, can you see anybody with me? I told him why I was here and the whole
echo story. His family was shouting in the background. He told me that was
why he was here and he didn’t know what it was.

Since I just found out what echo was, I was in the perfect mood to tell him.
But before I did I told him to tell his mum that I was his friend, just so his Mum
wasn’t all freaked out.

I told him what it was, then showed. At first he was a bit weird about it, but
as time went on he found out what it was. He went to join his family and have
fun. The family looked happy and I know they will be back for more.

I’m on my way home and I feel really happy. The boy who I met left with a
smile and so did I, learning a new word meant more than I thought.

Highly Commended
Hannah Johnson – Ballakermeen High School
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Echo
Once upon a time in Ancient Greece there lived two of the most beautiful
goddesses. The two were bitter rivals and loathed each other deeply. Their
names were Aphrodite goddess of beauty and Echo goddess of sound.
Aphrodite had long blonde hair that fell effortlessly down to her back and she
towered over all the other gods and goddesses like a glorious oak among
saplings; however Echo had short, stumpy brown hair that just reached her
shoulders. Their pure hatred had come between each other as Zeus the
almighty had chosen Aphrodite over Echo to become the goddess of beauty
and through pure dislike of Echo had made her goddess of sound.

One day Aphrodite was walking through one of the many gardens in Elysium
admiring the primroses and pansies, when she heard a voice coming from a
cherry tree.

"She threatens you ...," whispered the voice. Aphrodite ignored it. “You are
jealous of her, aren't you?" continued the voice. Aphrodite became frightened.

Suddenly a figure emerged with fierce red hair and eager green eyes like she'd
seen only in broken souls.

"Serena?" asked Aphrodite meekly, as if Serena served no purpose to her.

"It is I, Serena goddess of jealousy at your service!" Serena replied proudly.

"What do you want? I thought you only dealt with black magic" asked Aphrodite
sternly.

"I've come to help you with your little friend, Echo ... she seems to bother you,
and of course I only want to help," said Serena calmly.

"What would you do to her?" asked Aphrodite naively.

"That isn't something you need to worry about for now, just bring her here at
midnight tonight and I will do the rest, “replied Serena sinisterly, her deep
green eyes glowing like that of a snake.

That very night after all of the other gods were asleep Aphrodite crept out of
her room to wake Echo. Before she reached her room, however, Aphrodite
began to wonder whether she had made the right decision. The conversation
played around in her mind, continuously returning to the point where she
agreed to surrender Echo to the devious Serena. Nevertheless she had agreed
and Zeus' chosen one wasn't going to break her word. She crept over to the
heavy snorer that was Echo.

"Echo, Echo! Wake up!" screeched Aphrodite hastily.
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"What? Wait...why are you here?!" asked Echo confused yet intrigued.

"Echo, there isn't any time to explain! You have to come with me, please I
really need your help!" whispered Aphrodite dramatically.

"Alright, alright I'm coming!" said Echo sounding alarmed.

As Echo and Aphrodite ran through Elysium, the guilt that Aphrodite held
started to grow and divulge her insides. But it was far too late to turn back
now. They quickly reached the garden that they had agreed to meet in. Echo
seemed confused.

"Why have you brought me here?" questioned Echo. "There are far more gods
who have a green thumb." Echo gently chuckled at her joke, whilst Aphrodite
stared sternly into the bank of trees. Serena had promised her that she would
take care of Echo, and she hadn't bothered to turn up. Aphrodite, infused with
rage, spun around like a furious tornado. Echo had little to no time to react.

"What's wrong?" muttered Echo, quite scared by Aphrodite. But before
aphrodite had a chance to release her anger, a strong wind arrived across the
bank. Both of them turned around to see the fierce red hair of Serena appear.
Echo made a move to escape, but the clutches of the wind were too vicious
even for her.

"Terribly sorry I'm late. I got held up with another 'deal'. Serena’s smirk grew
wider across her pale white face.

"Serena, what are you doing here, I thought Zeus banished you?" Echo seemed
very surprised.

The word banished echoed inside Aphrodite's head as if she'd made a grave
mistake.

"Banished? What do you mean banished?" Aphrodite exclaimed with alarm.

"It's nothing, don't worry, it's only Zeus being the pain that he is again." Serena
seemed unfazed by the situation.

"Nothing to worry about? Aphrodite it's everything to worry about. Zeus
banished her for using her power against Elysium.”

"Shut it, Echo. You don't know what it's like to not have your voice heard. You
don’t know what it's like to be the outsider. That's why I got fed up of lightning
boy’s rules and games. That's why I left to a proper master. A master that
understands my complexity. Hades understands me."

"Hades? Why would you side with Hades? He hates Zeus." Aphrodite was
speechless.
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"Exactly why he is now my master. “Serena revealed. "Zeus is too good for his
own welfare, whereas Hades knows that not everyone is the same, that
everyone deserves their chance at the top spot. That's why he gifted me these
new, superior powers, and now it's time to test them out."

Serena stretched out her arm as if she was clenching a bottle of water. Echo
grabbed her throat struggling to breath. Serena tightened her grip and Echo
screeched but no sound emerged. Serena violently unclenched her fist and
Echo fell to her knees.

Aphrodite ran over, and lifted her head up.

"Echo, Echo, wake up please. Say something please!" Aphrodite exclaimed
with anger and betrayal. Echo sat up and spoke, yet nothing came out. She
tried again but nothing was heard.

"Don't you see?" Serena's smirk had returned. "You wanted her to feel the pain,
and now I have rid you of her lousy voice so as you can continue being Zeus'
favourite."

"I didn't want this. I wanted her to see how hurt she has made me. But not
this." Aphrodite pleaded.

"But isn't it satisfying? To see your enemy so helpless. Aphrodite, Hades is a
good man. He will understand your point of view. Why don't you join me and
him in our uprising?"

"And if I don't?" Aphrodite asked.

"Then you will join Echo and the rest of Elysium in the wrath of Hades hands."

Jessica Corlett
Highly Commended – Ballakermeen High School
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Remember. Echoes of the past
Mr George Crowley was an extremely old man. His wife Helen had died many
years before this story begins.

Mr Crowley had begun to lose his memory. At first he couldn’t remember
things like the shopping and whether he should wash or not. However the
worst was yet to come. Very soon he couldn’t even remember his own family.

Mr Crowley had become a very grumpy man because of his condition and not
even his daughters Emily, Amy and Daisy could help him. They would come to
his door and beg to be let in but he would always dismiss them. This went on
for a few years and they found it difficult and upsetting.

One run of the mill morning Mr. Crowley was sitting in his living room thinking
about how his life had changed.

Suddenly there was a knock at the large wooden door.

“Emily is that you?” he shouted. “Amy, Daisy?”

”John, I’m home after walking the baby!” A woman walked in with a large
black pram. She had short brown hair and was wearing a dress adorned with
flowers. She reached into the pram and lifted out a white laced, blanketed
bundle speaking to it softly.

”There we are George. Joseph is still sleeping in the pram.”

Mr Crowley felt flabbergasted. Was this him as a baby? He had a twin brother
called Joseph.

“Mother is that you?” Mr Crowley asked in confusion.” But you’re dead!”

“Dad, are you all right?” the woman asked. This woman was in fact Emily with
her baby son Alex and his twin Sam who were just weeks old. Mr Crowley stood
up and walked towards Emily and took the blanket from her. The baby looked
just like him which he thought was slightly odd. The other baby started
wailing and screeching for his bottle.

Mr Crowley felt very peculiar indeed and decided to go outside for some fresh
air.

He walked to the local swing park where he saw another woman in a red dress
with white polka dots. She was pushing two slightly podgy toddlers with caps
of brown hair in a baby swing. The boys were giggling and pushing each other
playfully.

“George, Joseph. Five more minutes and then we have to go home for tea!”

Mr Crowley stood rooted to the spot watching the scene
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“Mother, Why are you here at the park? Mr Crowley said but the woman didn’t
seem to hear him.

George continued on his walk, feeling like he was in a different world. He
passed the college hoping he would be safe from all these flashbacks, but
when he got there two young teenagers walked out each with a briefcase and
a laptop. They were twins and dressed identically. George didn’t think before
charging over to the boys. At the same time a woman in a pink blouse and
scarlet skirt walked over to them “George! Joseph!” she bellowed “I have
been looking for you!”

“Mum do you have to be so embarrassing all the time? George exclaimed

“You’re late for your tea! Hurry up and don’t be rude”

Mr Crowley realised again that he couldn’t be seen and sadly continued on his
way. He had no idea where he was going but he wanted to get away from his
memories and everyone he knew so he carried on walking aimlessly. Somehow
he found himself up at the old war cemetery. His brother, Joseph had died in
World War Two fighting in Belgium and he often came here to remember him.

“Joseph please, if you can, take away all these confusing memories “he cried
out. All of a sudden there was a blinding flash of light and a vision appeared.
Mr Crowley was terrified and was about to flee when the figure spoke in a low,
calming voice. “George, please do not be afraid for you have summoned me
back.”

“Joseph is that really you! ”Mr Crowley sobbed “Please can you get rid of all
the memories? It hurts too much for me to think about them and they are
confusing me.”

“George these memories have come to you for a reason.”

“What reason?” Mr Crowley pleaded.

“Your memories will help you to be happy and to remember all the good things
that have happened in your life. Sometimes you feel sad and these memories
will help” said Joseph.

Mr Crowley asked, “What if these memories don’t come back to me? Will I
always be sad?”

“George, I am your brother and I can assure you that you will remember happy
things. All you have to do now is to put this word into your head. “Remember.”
When you feel sad just say to yourself “remember”. I have to go now but don’t
forget the word “remember.”

“Joseph, please don’t leave me; you are my only friend”. But Joseph had
already gone. His brother sat down crying.
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Mr Crowley opened his eyes. He was in his favourite chair in the living room.
Had he been dreaming? He felt slightly fuzzy headed.

He walked outside into his garden to look at his prize winning roses. In his
mind one word was going round and round: “Remember, remember, remember
…”

Mr Crowley felt happier than he had in years.

Katie Christian
Highly Commended – Ballakermeen High School
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Echoes
She stood, helplessly, in the windowless, scruffy bathroom. Her reflection
stared back at her through the misty mirror, her hair dripping icy water down
her shoulders. As Sophie grasped her toothbrush, leaving the other in the
mouldy cup by itself, she heard thunder booming through the wall. An
argument again? Vigorously, she turned on both taps, trying to drown out the
fierce voices, brushing her teeth harder and faster. When she finished, she
stood, gazing at the drip, drip of the final drops of water, hypnotised as they
spiralled down the plughole, disappearing forever.

Miserably, Sophie clambered into bed, snuggling under the covers. The
dreadful argument still escaped through the house and the unmade single bed,
pushed against the wall, seemed as lonely as ever as the tatty bear lay
rejected on the pillow. Suddenly, a startling noise screamed through the walls,
as a smashing plate was heard, causing Sophie to wince. Urgently, she
scrambled under the duvet gripping a battered, musty tape recorder, before
jostling a pair of earphones into her ears. She struggled to see as she pressed
the play button and immediately felt soothed as the muffled, but friendly
voice spoke to her in a calming manner. As the story continued, Sophie
gradually drifted off in to a world of her own – her fingers softly drumming
rhythmically on the outside of her bed sheets.

Sophie tiptoed down the gloomy hallway in her mundane school uniform,
before coming to a halt and peering in through the lounge door. She gazed
upon her father who was fast asleep in a single armchair, snoring like a
growling lion, as crumpled, empty beer cans made a carpet on the filthy floor.

In the tiny kitchen, Sophie sat at a wooden table and chewed on her breakfast
- a tough crust of bread - listening intently to the tick-tocks of a small, dusty
clock. She shut her eyes and her head gently nodded in time with the passing
seconds.

It was school, and at the very back of the silent classroom, Sophie sat on her
own. At the front stood the stern teacher scribbling wildly on the dirty
whiteboard. Sophie had to squint to read the writing and when she wrote, the
pen’s claw scratched the desk which drew the attention of other students, but
Sophie was completely oblivious of the many eyes which threw disapproving
looks at her. Finally, the bell rang and the river of children flowed out into the
dinner hall. Sophie sat alone on a table at the side and chewed slowly on her
lunch. Across from her, a silhouette of a boy sat staring in her direction. She
gazed into his eyes, a single tear trickling down her cheek.

In the busy, bustling streets, Sophie stood at a pedestrian crossing. The cars
came to a sudden halt and the green man beeped urgently at her. But instead
of crossing, her feet were glued to the pavement. She stared at a spot in the
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middle of the black tarmac and her heart began to thump, thump, thump,
rapidly in time. Her breath quickened. Her throat struggled to swallow. Then
all of a sudden, she ran.

Tiredly, she clambered down an overgrown bank of heather and brambles,
snagging her jumper and skirt on the thorns as sharp as knives. When she
reached the bottom, she battled through the forest of nettles and vines until
she met a fast-flowing river. The constant rush of water drowned out all her
thoughts and at a barely visible clearing, an ancient, crumbling bridge blended
into the countryside. As Sophie inspected her surroundings, she crouched down
and crawled under the bridge into a dark, peaceful hole. She rested her face
in the cups of her grimy palms and watched her reflection in the zig-zagging
currents of the river. Then just as she stared directly into her own eyes, she let
out a powerful scream - a heart-breaking cry of despair. And as she screamed
again and again, an echo formed, repeating its sorrowful meaning. It caught
Sophie by surprise as she watched the scream escaping from her reflection in
the water. She sat back on the saturated, mossy bank and pulled her knees up
to her chest while emitting a feeble sob of desperation.

In her cold, damp bedroom, Sophie sat on the unmade bed, clutching the bear
to her chest tightly. From the room next door, once again, she heard a loud
and aggressive argument. Then, Sophie made a decision. She snatched the
tape recorder and rushed out of the room.

Still as a statue, Sophie stood at the pedestrian crossing - cars flying past and
adults hustling their way to work. She stared at the same spot on the road,
the green man shouting at her.

Sophie stared out of the classroom window, gazing at the trees waving in the
wind. Her fingers drummed on the desk in time and she shut her eyes. The
blinding lights of a car came speeding towards her, as fast as a rocket, which
shocked her back to reality.

At home, Sophie nervously rocked back and forth on her bed, tightly clutching
the bear in one hand, the tape recorder in the other. She took a deep breath.

Once again, Sophie found a junkyard as she entered the lounge: her mother
and father were asleep in separate armchairs and paper, empty beer cans and
cigarette butts were scattered around the room. She fought her way through
the mess and placed the tape recorder on a battered stool. Timidly, she
pressed the play button to hear the voices of her parents tormenting each
other ferociously. Startled, they awoke shocked and surprised to hear their
thunder-like voices and in silence, stared at their daughter who stood in
between them.

“It wasn’t your fault Sonny died”, Sophie started to tremble, “But it wasn’t
mine either, and I’m still here.”
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Her mother and father moved to her and embraced her tightly. Finally, the
three all shared their grief as a family.

Macy Tyrer
Highly Commended – Ballakermeen High School
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Echoes
Sometimes, something hurts you so badly, it stops hurting at all. It feels a bit
like you’re mentally going numb or you’re screaming but nobody can hear.
Until something makes you feel again, then it all comes back. Every word.
Every hurt. Every moment.

I stepped forwards into the dark cave, my hope faltering as I scanned
carefully, looking for Isaac. “Isaac?” I called desperately. There was no reply
except the echoes of my own voice, bouncing from one of the cave walls to
the other as it made its way back to me. Isaac has been gone for three whole
months now and I had looked everywhere for him. Everywhere we used to
hang out, the park, the river at the end of my garden, the back of the locker
room at school, and now here. Our favourite place to talk and play in the
summertime. We used to sit on a big shiny black rock and look out over the
splashing waves and watch the birds fly high and slowly fade away into the
distance. We would talk about everything and anything. We chucked pebbles
into rock pools and the sea and we would laugh. He made me happy, the
happiest I have ever been in my entire life. But where could he be? I shivered
as a droplet of water from the ceiling of the cave hit my head. I brushed my
hair out of my face and whispered “Isaac? Where are you?” I couldn’t stop the
tears now, they forced their way out of my eyes and down my cheeks. I turned
and slowly walked back out of the cave. The sadness of not knowing where my
best friend in the world was, crept through my body and wrapped itself
around my throat, making my breaths short and raspy.

Everything was fine, until I introduced Isaac to my parents. At first they
treated him right and gave him cups of tea and food, but that stopped when
I got older. Then, my Mum would get flustered when I would mention Isaac’s
name. She would tell me “You’re not a 5 year old now, darling, are you? You
have other friends at school, so stop talking about this ‘Isaac’ before I get
worried.” Her words still echo in my head, causing me great pain and hatred
towards her. When I was twelve, my parents got divorced. I live with my
mother now. She gets angry and sends me to my room if I mention him. She
blames me for her and Dad breaking up. I heard them arguing, about me I
suspect, but I don’t know one hundred percent. So I shut up and resorted to
not talking at all. I have been called stupid and various other names at school,
too. I know I’m different to everyone else, but it never bothered me before.

It’s late now, and when I open my front door, Mother is sitting on the stairs,
her head in her hands. She looked up at me - her eyes were red and her skin
pale. “Where have you been? You do not know how worried I have been!” She
yelled, standing up and waving her right index finger crossly in front of my
face. She treats me like a baby. I’m clearly not a baby, I am fourteen now and
nearly taller than her.
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“Isaac.” I croaked, tears still pouring down my face. Then she grabbed me and
shook me against the wall. I buckled to the floor as she loosened her grip
around my shoulders and let go. She was on the floor with me now, crying
more than me. “Do you know where he is? He has been gone ever since I took
that -” I looked up at her glaring at me. “Pill.”

Suddenly, I realising where he was. All the voices of the doctors and my Mum
and Dad bounced from either side of my head, like the echoes of my own voice
in the cave. “Unfortunately, she is ill, yes.” The doctor was speaking to my
parents. “Medication will help. You will have to force her to take them
because she will realise what they are doing to her in the end.” “What will it
do to her?” My Mother's concerned voice echoed with the others too. “Her
‘friends’ will go away.” The voice repeated the same thing until I felt my
mother pinning me to the floor, stuffing a pill into my mouth. “Stop!” I yelled,
trying to get her off me but I couldn’t do it, so I choked helplessly on it and
in the end, gave in and swallowed.

He has gone now. The only thing that’s different is that I know where he is,
and I can’t do anything about it. He’s just a memory now, an echo of my past,
bouncing numbingly around my head from time to time. Mother was only
trying to save me from my own mind, but left me in more pain that before.
She could hardly escape her own wicked mind, let alone help me escape mine.

Rachel Bryden
Highly Commended – Ramsey Grammar School
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An echo of Boxer’s death
“Boxer!” cried Clover in a worried voice. “Boxer! Get out quickly! They are
taking you to your death!”

Panic rapidly spread throughout Boxer. His heart began racing, and his mind
became clouded with fear. “Get out Boxer! Get out quickly!” shouted all the
animals in desperation.

Boxer gathered his remaining strength and charged at the door, kicking and
bucking in a desperate manner, trying to escape his death. The van which
contained Boxer sped up, and Boxer’s strength deserted him. He remained in
the van, alone and afraid.

It was roughly an hour later when Boxer saw the light of day again, as he was
unloaded from the van. He was led into a small, dark room, where the
metallic stench of blood permeated the cracks in the wall, and bled onto the
street outside. In the corner of the room stood a man clothed in a dirty apron,
and next to him what appeared to be the silhouettes of two pigs. Could it be
that Napoleon and Squealer had come to rescue Boxer? Surely not. As a
nervous atmosphere grew in the room, so did the fear within him. He made
one last attempt to flee his inevitable death, however, even with all his might,
Boxer could not escape. He charged at anyone who came near him. His
strategy worked until a mob of men entered the bleak and dank room to
restrain Boxer. With whips and chains in hand, the mob ran at Boxer. Dragging
him down to the floor, they proceeded to drug him and bind his legs together
with. Boxer was unable to move.

Lying on the floor, Boxer gave up. Any hope of escape had deserted him and
he no longer fought to break free. Whilst on the floor, Boxer managed to
establish that the silhouettes of the pigs did indeed belong to Napoleon and
Squealer. Boxer called out.

“Napoleon! How could you sentence me to this pitiful death?”

“Oh Boxer, you say it like it’s a bad thing! You were destined for death as soon as
you fell. I’m merely speeding up the process.” Napoleon replied with a snarl.
“What a brilliant idea I had as well, just think of all the things we shall use your
glue for!” Napoleon continued. Beside him, Squealer remained silent. Boxer cried
out in agony as one of the men tightened the chains wrapped around his legs,
preventing Boxer from moving even the slightest. Boxer spoke out once more.

“And you, Squealer? What part did you play in this series of unfortunate
events?”

“I organised for the glue maker’s van to collect you, Boxer. I am also to inform
the animals of your ‘untimely’ death.” Squealer said, in a soft and calm tone.
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Squealer was feeling guilt ridden at this turn of events. Initially, he believed
the plan to be a great one, sending Boxer to be made into glue. However,
witnessing the pain Boxer had been put through so far, he started to regret his
part in the plan. Boxer had no more questions to ask. The pigs remained silent
and for a split second the room became peaceful and calm, as if all was well.
That was until the man in the corner shifted forward, brandishing a rusty meat
cleaver.

The man crept forward tantalizingly slow. He reached Boxer and bent down.
He whispered into his ears, words which were indistinguishable for the rest of
the room. A sly grin spread across his face and a look of shock was visible on
Boxer’s. The man stood up again, and lifted the blade above his head. Quickly,
he rammed the cleaver down onto Boxer’s neck, blood spurting everywhere.
He brought his blade down with such force that it became wedged in the
muscles of Boxer’s throat and the man had to fight hard to retrieve his blade.
Another few swift blows to the neck and Boxer let out one last, heavy breath,
blood flowed from his neck like a fountain. Boxer was dead.

Boxer awoke in a crisp, white, room. He didn’t understand where he was. The
last thing he remembered was an unbearable pain, as the man had sliced his
throat open. A voice spoke out of what appeared thin air. “Hello, Boxer.” The
mystery voice spoke. The voice was husky and deep, and faintly familiar to
Boxer. He trotted around the room a few times, studying it closer. There were
four almost pearlescent, stark white walls and on one of them, which Boxer
presumed was towards the back, appeared to be some form of door. The
mystery voice spoke again. “I want to commend you on all your hard work.
Without you, Animal Farm would have most certainly failed”. The voice
sounded familiar to Boxer, almost as if it was an old friend speaking. The cogs
began turning in Boxer’s head as he tried to identify the mysterious voice.
Suddenly, a gap in the wall appeared. A bright white light burst through the
hole, and the voice spoke again. “Boxer, enter through the gap, and you shall
join your old comrade Old Major. Please”. Never one to go against orders,
Boxer entered through the gap in the wall. In doing so, he entered paradise.

Squealer felt queasy. He hadn’t realised just how brutal the slaughtering
process would be. Napoleon and Squealer didn’t hang about after Boxer had
been killed, as Napoleon had seen enough to be satisfied that the plan had
been executed properly. Anxiously, Squealer thought of how to announce the
death of Boxer. Finally, he settled on telling the animals in three days that
Boxer had died at the vets. After all, a little lie can’t hurt anyone, can it?

Samantha Sharman
Highly Commended – Ballakermeen High School
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Echoes of a Lifetime
Henry sat at the breakfast table, with his usual sense of despair; he read the
morning paper and once again felt the unhappiness sweep over him. Henry’s
wife had recently passed away, leaving Henry alone in the house. He had not
really known another life, only the one he had had with his wife. He had been
married for twenty six contented years and the couple had raised two
wonderful and loving children. The children had long since moved away to
fulfil their dreams. It was not so much the loneliness that troubled Henry, but
more the echoes of his past life that haunted and tormented him. These
echoes of laughter, past conversations and everyday noises filled the house
and made it so difficult for him to move onto a new life on his own.

This morning was different though. Henry’s tired eyes scanned the paper and
were drawn towards a job vacancy. ‘Wanted – a single person to monitor and
ring birds on the Calf of Man’. This was a remote island just off the coast of
the Isle of Man and was only inhabited by animals and birds. The
advertisement went on to describe how the vacancy would suit someone who
didn’t mind being on their own and possibly wanted to get away from the
hustle and bustle of normal life. This was a perfect opportunity for Henry; he
was alone and he desperately wanted to escape from the echoes of his former
life which haunted him so much.

Henry applied for the job and to his delight was successful! A few weeks
passed and Henry was on his way to the Calf of Man. Henry travelled in a small
but sturdy boat, along with his employer Mr Connery, across a stormy grey sea
to the island. The men arrived at an old stone cottage, Mr Connery gave the
instructions, wished him good luck and said farewell.

Henry quickly set up a routine of recording the birds and ringing new birds in
the afternoon and to begin with this new experience seemed to suit him. The
peace did not last long though, the echoes soon returned. Henry discovered
that the best place to ring the birds was in a small cave on the south side of
the island. The birds sheltered in the cave which made it easier for him to
attach the rings. One afternoon while doing this intricate task he heard the
sound of voices and as Henry was the only one on the island, he feared the
echoes had returned.

The afternoon’s events played heavily on Henry’s mind that night, and he
decided the next day to explore deeper into the cave. The next afternoon
arrived; Henry battled his way through the torrential rain and gloomy fog to
the cave and began to explore its dark depths. With the light of his torch, he
discovered a make shift wooden door. Henry was baffled by the presence of a
door in a cave! Cautiously, Henry slowly and silently opened the door. To his
astonishment, jewels, gold and every other kind of valuable item, lay before
him. Henry quickly realised that this was a very dangerous situation and he
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needed to leave quickly. In his haste to escape undetected, he left the door
ajar.

In the safety of his own cottage, Henry began to reflect on the afternoon’s
events. He was bewildered by the discovery of the jewels. He began to
speculate about the echoes, wondering if they were actually in his head.
Henry was worried about what he had stumbled upon but at the same time
would be relieved if the echoes were not in his mind.

Outside the storm worsened, the waves crashed onto the rocks and the rain
beat harshly against the ground. A jet black speedboat forced its way through
the waves and into the shelter of the southerly cove. Four rugged men dressed
in dark clothing entered the cave. A well-built man with a scar across his face
examined the slightly open door. The men huddled together and discussed the
possibilities of what might have happened. “It’ll be that bird bloke in the
cottage!” the man with the scar grunted. Then all the men agreed that the
situation would have to be dealt with immediately!

Henry decided to call Mr Connery and explain the day’s happenings, but the
phones were down due to the stormy weather. The only option was to sit tight
and wait until the morning. Henry sat down in his comfy armchair and began
to think of thoughts of his old home. He wished he could hear the echoes now
as he felt they would comfort him. This moment was quickly interrupted by
torch lights flashing outside the cottage. Henry moved nervously towards the
window, but the lights had vanished. Suddenly, a face appeared close up to
the pane. Startled, Henry fell backwards onto the cold stone floor and lost
consciousness.

When Henry awoke, he was tied to a chair with the four men surrounding him.
He could just make out a muffled conversation; it was evident that they were
planning on disposing of him! Fear flowed through his body. He was terrified
this might be the end of his life and he wasn’t ready for that. Just as Henry
thought there could be no hope, the door burst open and the room filled with
coastguards and the police.

Henry gradually awoke to the sound of Mr Connery’s voice and realised he was
in a hospital ward. He explained that the coastguard had been monitoring the
group of criminals for some time and that Henry had been extremely lucky. Mr
Connery rather reluctantly enquired if Henry had given any thought as to
whether he wanted to remain on the Calf of Man or would prefer to go home.
Henry without hesitation told Mr Connery he was ready now to go home - he
was no longer haunted by the echoes but instead found comfort in them.

William Clarke
Highly Commended – Ballakermeen High School
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Hour glass
I have a glass. The dust held within has never passed to the other side. Instead
it lies impatiently, endlessly shifting between myriad forms, layered
impetuous wave upon wave, ripples of collapse pulsing across its face. Bestial
forms rise to roar only to dissipate in a sea of sand, kingdoms and empires
grow, latent towers thrusting up towards their heavens, but for an indecisive
shake of the hand to push them down. Its boundaries curve to the contours of
my hand, trapping amorphous shapes who cycle through birth, innocence, joy,
love, anger, regret and death in just a breathless minute. Yet these limits
spawn limitlessness. Somewhere between the strata, in some lost crevice or
waiting at the bottom of an ever-deepening hole, is a kind of magic; it softly
whispers promises of boundless freedom. When the hiss stops and silence
reigns, the soft green powders entice with the promise that any moment they
touch would just go on forever.

Except it doesn’t, does it? How could some lifeless sand just flip reality? I have
a glass as well, every drop has drained through the hole, and yet time never
ceases its sole rhythm - the blades still move, relentlessly slicing time into
steady portions.

Last night I had a dream. I looked and every transient star was a face... no a
million million faces. They each sat at the pinnacle of a ladder, rungs
stretching beyond measurability into the hazy tendrils of mist far below. And
everywhere abounded in light, great beams of light took flight like graceful
birds migrating between sources, unfurling curled wings, feathers of flames
tearing away. One landed upon its starry perch and there it crumbled away, to
be replaced by another more urgent kind. Except this was unique since the
source of light had waned and pinched in; it had contorted and twisted but
then closed throwing shadows and panicked voices in rising swellings of grief
and loss. Muttering and stammering accompanied the flight of this ensuing
bird as it moved from light to light casting a nebulous dark cloud like an
expanding ring of gloom, suffocating the world and the gazing faces and the
cold stars and the timeworn patterns with impenetrable shade. More voices;
high and low, relief, disbelief or mourning - chattering like a flock of crows. I
saw the stars quieten, their cries passing away into a reverie of memories and
ancient songs, for now it was the moment that had been implicit from the very
start. Only the tides of peace crossed the amnesiac shores of my
wakefulness…

That willow, I remember, was greying with age, spiralling arms reaching down
desperately to grasp and hold the reflection it had gazed upon all its life. The
fragments of our mutual understanding had dropped, sinking to irreversible
bottomless depths, for that had been a place where nothing like that should
ever have been known. Invisible movements swept across the lake surface
dredging up long-forgotten thoughts and infinitely miniscule muddy
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connections. I would find myself there to embrace the ennui of childhood but
instead I had found my father. His eyes were quick-sinking mud, drawing back
into itself before I could even reach out and run my hands over its actuality.
In that moment I knew and the air screamed out in my torment, coagulating
into clumped bubbles floating away and taking my breath with it. My brother
was going to die and nothing could have changed anything. A strange noise
slipped between my father’s lips, a kind of soft oozing gasp which had been
torn back just before its departure. A held back tremor, borne aloft by the
wind and then a terrible moment when it was released, hitting the Earth to
enslave us to our madness. Those unflinching reflections, mocking caricatures
of our inner life, shattered, exploding the willow tree and the sky into a
tumultuous eruption of hanging shards and unfeeling barbs.

I see her there. Her brows furrowed in obeisance to the unknown, eyes
wreathed in another world. By her lies a book: her journal, a portal to another
life. She radiates something like the glass, only more like a sacred shrine to
some intangible deity. Perhaps she also comes from there. Her presence is
made plain by the rushing warmth that envelops those around her and the
trembling hands and the quickening pulse. She is never alone because an army
of figures, made of sand, trudge after her, desperate to be acknowledged. But
somehow, whenever they stumble into her sight, they are swept up by the
knot that has replaced my chest - a knot which tangles around all my words,
pulling them back and rolling them together into meaninglessness; I gasp for
the simplest connected thought. Would it all vanish, the hold over my own
world eluding myself, if I but invited her to it? Or could I transfix the fleeting
giant and hold it in my palm for a single moment? All the broken lines,
imperfect moments, all the unexplored recesses and unproven facts, all the
missing thoughts and lost time could be fixed or found if she just came to the
door. The world we could inhabit together, watching as the seed of our
creation grew - the product of that timer’s withheld magic. My grasp
discovers, even seeks out, the glass and I ponder.

He had been part of my world, his strange scattered mind self-evident in the
abstractions and lucid fantasies populating it; his great works were each one
a magnum opus, so what he had made stretched on to the horizons, those
limits of human invention. His existence was as disjoint from others as an
architect is from an arch, their simple logic rendered absurd next to the grand
labyrinths of serpentine thought which he would erect to make sense of a
“mere” butterfly; his was full of unseen clarity and beauty, like the lake with
the perfect reflection. What he had built merged intricately with mine.

I see him now. The pale, mottled skin stretched tight across his cheek, it’s
every premature wrinkle, a contour of some distant future. His eyes swell into
faltering lights, telling me to protect and treasure his creations, that they
would fill the longing and it was all going to be right. But it can’t be, the
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universe would twist back in on itself and the ground would fall away,
releasing me to drop into oblivion; he is more than just what I can preserve.
If he was gone I would stumble through the world and find nothing but
hollowness, not being able to make sense of any of the miracles and the
beauty would retract from my hands. The knot would have gone, taking with
it my brother and leaving behind an empty cavity. I feel the eruption again,
the hanging shards ready to swoop down and cut me in a thousand places from
the inside, the pressure growing as the air threatens to burst my head. The
glass will make this better, it will heal the scars of life, it’s got to, that’s why
I have it, that’s why I found it. Now it must be done.

The dust, sensing the long-awaited motions, passes to the other side, hissing
and writhing, softly murmuring its promises. The moment does pass forever,
still falling, it will keep on plunging for eternity and my brother will live on.

There, there, there. Stars blinking out of existence, relinquishing their power
one after another - each one a billion voices and faces. For all they had done,
for all they had become, for all that they represented, the last rung of ladders
that can be traced back to the mists of time, each mind had stood on the back
of the previous, yet there could be no averting the end. The terms of
existence are set, implicit in our creation is our demise.

But then the last drop of sand fell through, landing noiselessly and my brother
was gone.

A man lies on his bed, a sheen of miniscule droplets clinging to his face - the
last of the energy his frame could coalesce. His skin is a wintry landscape of
the past, continuously shifting vales march across the flaky snow, raising their
last defiant spears against the inclement sky. The tensing clenching sinews
and rhythmic thrash of life relax, succumbing to the allure of lasting rest. A
diaphanous haze of last words and final thoughts drift translucent, shimmering
urgently in swirling patterns of regret only to blur into the thirsting shadows.
Each cell cycles through its last of a seemingly perpetual act; the final
shattering bubbles embrace the coldness of the air.

Perhaps she was right, perhaps we do just come into this life and dance a
dance, a delicate balancing between movement, force and silence, rippling
through this life gathering strength; strength that will renew our waning
courage in the face of an inescapable dusk.

The man exhaled for an instant and lay still.

Xifong Christian
First Prize – Ballakermeen High School
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In The Shadows of The Park
Johnathan could see the emerging sunlight peering out from beyond the hill.
How long have I been here? Sighing, he took a deep breath, slowly releasing a
smoke of wispy steam into the cold morn’s air. Only recently had he felt
autumn’s gentle breeze, now his aged face felt a stranger to the bleak air
which had greeted him bitterly and suddenly. My dispirited thoughts have
finally caught up with me, and turned everything sour as well. November’s
chill travelled briskly down his neck, through the slight gap between his worn
flatcap and the beginning of his woollen muffler; reaching further into his
tatty overcoat, giving him shivers and sombre thoughts. “Bloody cold” he
muttered, caressing his fingers together for warmth. Only when he realised it
did not help, he awkwardly buttoned up his coat, before thumping his hands
into his pockets, holding them firm. Inside, his ring finger found a dampened
box of cigarettes. Seeking comfort, he withdrew his lighter from the adjacent
sleeve, and held still; gazing into the flame for a few short seconds, then he
promptly torched a fag, endeavouring to light it.

Near to nothing could be heard from the lone plaza bench he was situated on.
Across the grassland lay a series of garden plots, once belonging to the
children of Earl Bryndon’s park; now occupied by rabbits, voles and all manner
of vermin. Charles Bryndon, adored by many, had helped to build high-
reaching drystone walls to surround the grounds, many a year before
Johnathan’s time. The park’s various gateways used to be consistently open,
one’s access to a gate was never prohibited for more than a few hours at a
time, and sections only closed off short-term, for cause of private gatherings
or necessary maintenance. All in all, the park was a regular haven for most of
the village; events were mostly aimed at parents and youngsters, though
anyone was always welcome. They all made sure of that, or at least used
to…Nowadays visitors were a seldom sight.

As Johnathan’s eyes adjusted to the now brightening sunlight, his gaze moved
towards the reflective glass which covered the lanterns; each one hung by
lines, traversing the grassland’s perimeters. The light within them had long
since faded, but still, he remembered the auspicious glow they conjured as
folk gathered throughout the night. He recalled past summers from his
boyhood, many times spent afoot in the village. The town square filled with
market traders, packed with travellers. His smile widened, falling asleep
longing for the firecrackers and midnight miracles.

He regularly made himself relive old memories; happy ones, to keep the bad
ones at bay. Everything yearned to be remembered, though he chose to
recollect the past in his own individual way. Like it was when the aura felt
good. For an old man, his mind drifted often and easy and meagre things such
as shapes and sounds were sufficient to stir his head. Confusion sometimes
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overruled, affecting his rationality and concentration enough to slow his
thought. Lonely souls seek refuge in the happiest of places; though I’m too
late. These grounds are far from happy.

Despite the downcast air which enclosed the small friendless hamlet that had
fostered him, Johnathan had managed a modest and good-humoured
childhood, together with his substitute mother and father, whom he preferred
to declare as his real predecessors. He could not tell what had jerked him, but
being spurred from his fool’s paradise, left his mind a blur. The only thing he
could recall was that his daydream gestured toward distant and homely
thoughts. I grew up in Hemstone… Where all there was to do was play cards
and run errands for mother. He chuckled. Then again, summers were a
boisterous time; full of fun and distractions at Earlwood. They were a great
deal livelier than our silent homestead.

Overhead poised a nesting sparrow, rooted in a neighbouring oak tree. The
bird watched him closely, glancing over whilst tending to his young. Who gave
them the right to look at me like that? He swore at the nest aloud, disturbing
a foraging hare; startled, it ran. The sparrow remained vigilant, his watchful
eye staring from atop the tree.

In his youth, Johnathan had been fond of birds and appreciated the
companionship of dogs; he oft enjoyed listening to the melody of birds before
sleep, whose soft tunes found their way to his window most evenings. But
these birds mocked him, which only aggravated his fragile mind; making his
muscles tighten. He forgot that he was cold, and that his knees were stiff with
age. Expecting to be swift and agile, he instead arose from his seat, stumbling
over with an ache in his right calf.

By now, the sun had risen to a point where street light was no longer
necessary; the moon had faded, to reveal a cold, dry and cloudless day, with
many hours of daylight ahead. Light continued to surpass its boundaries at a
steady but gaining speed. Johnathan sat in an awkward position on the
ground. They are likely onto me now; I’ve been gone a fair while. It won’t be
long until someone finds me…

A formation of stones and sticks lay beside him in the dirt, his malevolent
feelings took hold, and before he knew it, a medium sized stone was in his
hand; his grip clenched as if to crush it, though he had a better purpose in
mind. He found the strength to stand.

From behind the shadows that concealed Broadshaw entrance from the rest of
the park, a figure could be seen heading toward him, still at a distance. He
sighted his face, knowing him, he deemed him friendly enough. Still, he
dismissed the call for him to return, as he was now fixated on the sparrow. I
told you to leave! This park holds no place for the likes of you anymore. He
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had tried to direct his stone so that it hit the bird; instead, dislodging the
nest, it sent the nestlings falling to the ground. A pity, they were innocent.

Meanwhile, the sparrow he intended to slay had narrowly escaped unharmed.
It descended from its hover; you’re mine, a fool’s move. He prepared to
manoeuvre, intending to catch the bird off-guard, as its head was still buried
deep, rooting through the remnants of the nest. He approached with caution
and lunged forward. It pained Johnathan to do so and he knew he would ache
come nightfall. “JON!” His footing fell amiss, and he lurched, causing the bird
to take flight; this time wise to stay away. He turned around, thick with
remorse, he held a weary face. I’m quite the fool today aren’t I? I don’t know
what gave me the nerve. “Felix”. His voice cracked as he spoke, low and
coarse in tone. He made his way awkwardly over to Felix, who, after studying
his shrunken look, welcomed him with open arms and a dutiful smile. “Come
on Jon; let’s get you back home. You had us all worried.” Felix led him along
the gravel, slowing his pace to match Johnathan’s own, and waited patiently
as he occasionally stumbled.

Ben Harris
Second Prize – St Ninian’s High School
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House of Memories
Hello there stranger. Please, make yourself comfortable. Welcome to my house,
my house of memories. Echoing within these decrepit walls are the muted,
messy mewls of rogue recollections of my past. Of course, some are precious to
me, filled with moments of joy and happiness that I shall never forget in the
short time I have left, they make me cry with overwhelming emotions of
beatitude. Others make me weep, however for very different reasons.

Would you like to join me on the patio for some coffee? I would offer wine but
I don't drink anymore. Isn't the view stunning? The vast, variegated streaks of
colour consisting of blue, yellow and pink stretching across the midday sky. Do
you see how the specks of wheat from the neighbouring fields dance upon the
grass, falling like a storm of golden rain? Just like the day I proposed to her...

It was not the most romantic scene in the world, granted - not like in those
cheesy romantic films where someone proposes on top of the Eiffel Tower -
but it was memorable enough. We didn't really ‘do’ romance. We didn't have
to constantly tell the other we loved them and shower them with affection,
we just knew, it was innate. I masqueraded this secret proposal under the
disguise of a barbeque - just so we had witnesses to the event. The party hit
off. Everything was going great; everyone was happy, and more importantly
full! At the peak of the barbeque I decided it was time. I wanted her on the
patio when I proposed so I needed a reason for her to come up to me.

"Hey babe, come look at the golden snow."

"Who are you calling babe? And what golden snow? You really are talking a lot
of nonsense today!"

Nonetheless she joined me on the patio.

"Do see what I mean now, the grains of wheat floating?"

"Yes, Brendon. It's so beautiful!"

I could see the golden droplets dance in the glimmer of her eyes; she looked
more beautiful than ever. I got down on one knee and said those infamous
words:

"Sarah. Will you marry me?"

The look of overwhelming joy and surprise printed across her face said it all.
How I ever got to meet a woman like that I'll never know.

"Yes! Of course I will."

She jumped into my arms. I could hear everyone cheering in the background,
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but they didn't matter, not now. The last thing I remember is the fuzzy warmth
of the setting sun gently fall across our interlinked selves. Those cherished
words still echo in my mind.

It's getting a bit cold out here now, shall we head back inside? Actually
thinking about it, I've been meaning to show you the bedroom. I recently had
it redecorated you see, and I wanted your opinion. The walls used to be a rich
red - that's what my wife chose - but I decided it was time to move on so I
stripped them and repainted them white. The blandness may not be to your
liking but it works for me. Many memories have been made in this room.
Probably the most prominent retrace is the birth of my child.

Our house was in no shape a place for labour, however my wife wanted a home
birth so I respected her decision. On the morning of June 6th I woke up,
unusually, to the sound of my wife screaming hysterically.

"Honey what's wrong? It was only a dream whatever happened."

"NO YOU IDIOT I'M NOT HAVING A NIGHTMARE, I'M HAVING A BABY!"

"What's the difference?"

"NOW IS NOT THE TIME TO BE POLISHING UP YOUR COMEDIC WIT, BRENDON."

I called a nurse and - after 10 hours of gruelling pain and a photo album of
images I'll never get out of my head - my child, our child, was born. Although
it took 10 hours to birth the thing, it took us even longer to name it. We went
through a whole phone book of names: John, Paul, George, Ringo (I am quite
a big fan of The Beatles), Brendon Jr. She wasn't even swayed when I
suggested Sarah Jr. Her reasoning? "It's a boy."

"How about... Ryan?"

"Ryan, like my granddad Ryan?"

"And also my dad Ryan. It's perfect!"

"So are we in agreement?"

"I guess so. Hello, Ryan."

His tiny hand reached out towards mine, what a precious child. Despite all the
horrific scenes of child birth I had witnessed today the ever reverberating image
of Ryan echoes within my heart. I will be glad to never forget this memory.

I do apologise, all I've seemed to talk about today is myself. Although I guess
this is my house and my memories so I suppose you'll just have to put up with
it for the time being. There is one last room I would like to show you. Here is
the living room; the very place where me and my wife decided to part ways.
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I'll be honest, this is my least favourite quarter of the house. And no, not
because of the interior design.

"I can't believe you went out drinking again tonight."

"Calm down honey b-babe, it was only a few beards... I mean beers."

"Your breath seems to suggest otherwise. This is the third night in a row your
son has gone to bed without a goodnight kiss from his daddy."

"I know, I know. I promise I will definitely maybe come home earlier, possibly."

"You can't even make a decent promise when drunk!"

"Sshhhh! You'll wake up the boy."

"Good. Maybe then you can say goodnight to him."

I'm ashamed to say this was not the first of our 4am arguments. There was a
period of my life where I seemed to be swimming in endless, excessive
bounties of alcohol. As I was always under the influence these particular
memories are stained in red wine. Yet strangely, this night is the clearest
fragment in my mind and the deepest wound in my heart.

"Brendon. I can't continue much longer like this with you. You know my
prejudices about substance abuse, yet these past months you don't really
seem to care about how I feel do you? Just how wasted you can get to feel
that kick, right?"

"No no babe, it's not like that at all I-"

"If that's not the case then why can't you quit? For me. For him."

"It's not that simple, Sarah."

I could feel the end happening, yet I was so drunk I couldn't stop myself. At
this point I had fallen into an inescapable hole - and I was digging deeper.

"I didn't want to have to do this, but Brendon, here's my ultimatum: Kick the
alcohol habit completely; or me and our child are walking out of that door."

"Sarah... you know I love you. And I know you love me-"

"ME OR THE BOOZE BRENDON, PICK NOW."

I could see the tear in her eyes, nothing like the day her eyes were speckled
golden on the day I proposed. She didn't want it to come to this - neither did
I, but all I could do was stand there, saying nothing. I felt like an observer
witnessing the inevitable.
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"Nothing to declare? It's nice to finally know how much you care about me."

"Sarah. Please."

"Me and Ryan will be gone by tomorrow morning. I wish you and Miss Beer
well, sorry for inconveniencing your life."

She was gone 10am that same morning.

Remembering these things will always be hard, without a doubt. But echoes
travel across an infinite distance so there's no use running from them. Looking
back there were a lot of things I could've done better, especially that night.
The night I kept quiet, the night I stood still, the night I chose addiction over
family. People often ask if I could go back in time, would I reverse what I did
that night so that I could be happy now? My answer is always: there's no point
in even thinking about it. Memories aren't things you can just ‘fix’. Memories
are etchings. Etchings carved deep into the walls of this house. Memories are
reverberations. Echoes that repeat again and again in your mind, no matter
how hard you may try to deafen yourself from them. Memories are reminders.
Reminders of your past mistakes, good and bad.

However, what I hope to achieve is to pile new, blissful memories to simply
distract me from my past ones and that's where you come in. The reason I
brought you here today is because I want a fresh start. I showed you my past
because I wanted to be honest with you from the start. Come live here with
me. Together, the etchings we carve, the echoes we sound and the happy
mistakes we make will be forever contained here. I want to share my house
of memories with you. So please... make yourself at home.

Sadie Lightfoot
Third Prize – Ballakermeen High School
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Echoes
An echo whispered, its soft voice bouncing off the walls. The silence
amplified, threatening to swallow me into its vast emptiness, like the mystery
of the black hole, the one I find myself inhabiting away from scientific reason.
This was my humble abode; no one else knew about it, apart from creatures
who haunted the cave like never-resting spectres; always looming, heard and
not seen, the opposite to myself. The walls arched imposingly like those of an
ornamental cathedral above the rock stricken floor. Light seeped in from the
slim entrance, showering the occasional boulder as it did.

I came here to ponder, nothing specific; I could start with the weather and
gradually progress to the meaning of life. I would find myself dreaming about
the voice I never had, the echo I would never have the privilege to hear. Being
mute is something you have to get used to. It’s not a choice. I had, but that
doesn’t obstruct my right to the occasional dream or wondering what could
have been. I have learnt to make do though, relying highly on the rest of my
senses to compensate, I guess. My sight, hearing, feeling and taste being the
four things I am most proud of and probably the only things others would be
jealous of. The soft fluttering of tiny wings echoed. Ants flooded and rushed
along the floor, a river with a thousand legs.

It was a bright cold day in April, but the clocks were not striking thirteen, in
fact they were striking seven. I lay in bed reading. The fine art of literacy has
always been one of the things keeping me going; writing or reading there has
always been something indescribably special. Perhaps since I was born mute,
the ability to convey my own true emotions and thoughts through the art of
writing has been a true luxury. That and reading the words of others also
fascinates me. It is as if the written word is the only thing that alleviates me
from my everyday Room 101. The only question I seem to ask about my
condition is the why? Not the most plausible of questions I suppose; how? I
assume is the one to make most scientific reason. All I have been able to come
up with is that I am just one of the unlucky ones, destined to live in silence,
constantly drowning in the words I can never say.

It’s just my brother and I; the parents gave up a while ago - probably now
living in the deepest darkest depths of the world, never to be found, well not
at least intentionally by us. Somewhere beyond imagination I like to think;
where the sun never sets and everything is plentiful, well at least everything
you want. Ed is alright though; he has the knack of getting on with what you
have and not wistfully wasting precious hours dreaming beyond the daily dose
recommended by doctors. He works hard, but for little cash, enough to get us
by, not enough to distract us from the apparent dismal circumstances we live
in. It’s a simple life; a simple cottage nestled in a simple town located in the
simple landscape of the deepest darkest Cotswolds. No school though; Ed’s too
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old and I apparently ‘don’t talk enough to be acknowledged’ which I find
typical of the well able. The daily routine is simple; wander into the village
or wander towards the direction of the cave. Being mute gives me the
satisfying relief of the burden of ‘having to be social’ or ‘building rapport’. It
has its perks but there are just sometimes I feel like a bedraggled mallard in
a lake full of swans.

The heavens opened at midday much to my surprise. I rolled out of bed, doing
so standing on a drawing pin that lay innocently stretched out on the floor.
The pain of stab seared through my foot, my mouth opened in a scream but
not a single syllable left my lips. I gently lifted my foot and determinately
plucked the pin out from within the ball and threw it with little courtesy into
the corner. It lay there as if a smirk was painted on its little round face. I drew
open the curtains and stared longingly towards the cave, my destination I had
decided for that particular day.

I heard the thud of heavy leather boots thump downstairs lacking the grace
that my brother never had even acknowledged. The front door opened, along
with an umbrella, and slammed back into its regular stance, its hinges wincing
with the strain. I watched as Ed plodded his way through the rain like a
solemn, yet late elephant, kicking the occasional puddle as he went. I turned
towards the wardrobe and stared longing at my total of three outfits; one for
sun, one for snow and one for rain. I glanced back towards the window. Rain
attire it is I chuckled to myself, not as if it was that funny but as if I were
going that mad.

I gracefully danced downstairs, purely because it was that sort of day, not as
if I did it particularly well, opened the door with the equilibrium of grace to
save it the pain that man had exerted on it earlier, and waded out into the
wet. I made my way along the weather beaten path, the wind howling and
ripping at my coat. The mud squelched beneath my feet, threatening to ruin
my only decent pair of weather-proof shoes. Gate after gate I scrambled over,
occasionally misplacing my footing and slipping back into the mud. Yet I
squelched on. Sheep stared at me, looking as if they were telepathically
passing judgement on every part of me. I feel self conscious about the works.
Mainly hair, eyes, clothes and figure, as you can see nothing new there. I came
to the conveniently placed pile of boulders, and, placing my footing with
exquisite care as not to slip, I climbed. There it was. God knows how I
discovered it in the first place; some of my earliest memories go hand in hand
with the cave. I have this inkling, perhaps reasonable, perhaps just
nonsensical, that it was my own mother who gave me this place, who brought
in my consciousness and existence. It was all I had left of her.

I swung myself into the cave and took a great whiff of the air; fresh yet stale,
this was home. I kicked a stone lying on the floor and listened to the rain.
Brutal machine gun fire greeted me, but I was thankful not to be out on the
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receiving end. I found a smooth boulder, out of line with the entrance so not
to be in the draught and lifted out of my pocket 1984.

I was so engrossed in the book I hardly notice the storm reach its peak.

Reality exists in the human mind, and nowhere else.

The rain spat at the cave and the wind was volatile, relentlessly pounding in
all directions.

If you can feel that staying human is worthwhile, even when it can’t have any
result whatever, you have beaten them.

The cave shook and rattled around me. The book had me so tight in its grasp
I daren’t move.

You do not exist.

Suddenly there was a crack. I froze. One last hit was enough from the wind.
Stalactites fell around me. Rocks loosened from the walls and blocked the
entrance. I began to hyperventilate. I regained my consciousness and rushed
to the blockade. As I did a single solitary rock hit me neatly on the crown of
the head, sending me tumbling to the floor. I screamed without a single sound
as the pain enveloped my soul. The light began to fade, as the entrance
became no longer. Pebbles cascaded from the walls and landed like bullets as
if I were under siege. I felt the warm blood from my head trickle along the
cold stone floor. My eyes flickered, enjoying the view of everything for what
seemed the last time. I squeezed the breath in and out of my lungs,
spluttering and choking. I looked towards my hand clenching 1984, blood
stained and ripped. I was just close enough to the page to see in the last
glimpses of light the words

In the face of pain, there are no heroes.

Jessica Stanley
Highly Commended – King William’s College
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Ebb and Flow
The sea swelled under him, lifting the small battered boat easily. His head was
pounding, his heart thumping painfully in his chest. He was still feeling
nauseous; the smell of blood, metallic, hot and sour filled his nostrils. Despite
the strong sea breeze, he felt as if he could not catch his breath. He stared
down at his hands, there were some parts ghostly white under the moon, some
parts black, thick and sticky with blood. He grasped the sides of the boat,
ignoring the splinters that jabbed into his skin painfully. He needed to think,
to get control of himself, to think of a plan.

The evening flashed through his mind, a horrible replay, reminding him again
and again and again of what had happened. Ashleigh had begged him to be
careful. Begged him not to react to Hal. Begged him not to do anything
reckless. Why had Hal pushed him and pushed him, demanding more and
more? Relentless, like the waves slapping at the boat over and over and over,
and the tide always coming in and going out, the constant ebb and flow. Every
man has his breaking point he realized, as he trailed his hands into the cold
grey water, watching trails of blood stir and shift with the current. He had
given all he had, then as Hal pushed him further still, pulling at the wedding
ring on his left hand he had slipped the knife from his pocket and stabbed Hal
multiple times, the anger draining from his body as Hal’s blood flowed onto
the beach. The ring was all he had; it was almost all he had left of Ashleigh.
Her words echoed in his mind repetitively, “Don’t let anger cloud your
judgement. Please don’t let anger cloud your judgement. Don’t risk all we
have. Don’t sacrifice everything we have.”

Ashleigh was fading from him, there was nothing he could do to save her. He
had tried, God knows he had tried. That was how he had become involved
with Hal. Cancer treatments and drugs were expensive, but he had to try. He
became entangled within a web of crime, deceit and lies. His salary wasn’t
enough, he needed more money. His abilities with computers and technology
made him a resourceful criminal and a valued partner. There wasn’t a code,
a safe or a password he couldn’t hack. It was win, win. Hal was making more
money than ever, and he had money for Ashleigh. She was the love of his life,
and he risked everything for her – his integrity, morals, scruples, honour and
his life. She fought hard and he was with her every step, willing her to beat
this disease. At one point, he thought she had done it, the tests were clear,
they thought she was free of it. But the victory was short lived as the Cancer
returned again. Coming back harder and stronger than ever. She faded away
in front of him, losing her second breast, her hair, her spirit, her sense of self.
Even then she was perfect and beautiful to him, but he knew the end was
close, knew there was nothing more he could do. Ashleigh wanted to be at
home with him, no more painful treatments, no more chemo.
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Hal would not take no for an answer. He had called him multiple times during
the day. He wouldn’t listen, did not understand or respect anyone else. He had
waited until he had heard the deeper, rhythmical, repetitive breathing coming
from Ash, and slipped quietly from the bed, padding downstairs and out into
the black velvet of the night. Hal was waiting on the beach and was bullish
straight away, demanding he continue working, that he had a huge tip for
money being transferred.

“I have you, you’re in, and there is no getting out!” sneered Hal. “These jobs
are going to keep coming in, and you are going to keep doing them. There is
no way out, I will keep coming at you and coming and coming” threatened Hal
viciously, “and if you don’t want to hear the wail of those police sirens, you
will do exactly as you’re told!”

He realized Hal was never going to stop as he continued to threaten him, get
physical with him. It was only when he threatened to speed up Ashleigh’s death
and grabbed at the wedding ring that he snapped utterly. He remembered the
knife flashing and glinting in the moonlight, remembered Hal crumpling in
front of him, collapsing with a gasp onto the cold, wet sand. Ashleigh’s voice
began to echo in his mind, “Don’t let anger cloud your judgement.” Echoing in
his mind over and over, consuming, deafening and sickening him.

The boat was pulled up high on the beach, safe from the high tide. It was old,
wooden, rickety, an old fishing boat. He dragged the boat down to the water,
collecting rocks from the beach as he went, wading into the icy cold water,
bracing himself against the waves as he pulled Hal’s body through the water
to the boat. He rowed furiously, shaking, shivering, nauseous and in shock. Hal
had bullied him his whole life, ever since nursery school. He had never stood
up to him until today. He had let himself be pushed around, hurt, ridiculed,
bullied all these years and now he had his payback. He stifled a sob. He was
a killer. He was a murderer. He was desperate. He wanted to be with Ash. He
wanted to close his eyes and curl into her warmth, pretend this had never
happened. Slowly he began to stuff the cool slick rocks into Hal’s deep suit
pockets, weighting him down so the ocean would swallow him down into its
depths. He awkwardly rolled the body over the lip of the boat, stifling a
scream at the shock sound of the splash as the body hit the surface of the
water. As he rowed back towards the shore, he was unaware that the stones
and rocks had torn through the pockets, and Hal’s body had floated back to
the surface and was even now drifting behind him, pushed by the incoming
tide back towards the beach once more, part of that natural cycle of the ebb
and flow of the tide.

He rowed on, shaking uncontrollably, unaware that the body silently followed
him, pushed back towards the beach by the powerful incoming tide. It was an
eerie sight in the moonlight as it rose and fell with each swell pulled back by
the tide, back to where the body had first fallen.
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After showering, he crept back into the warmth of his bed, his wife, breathing
her in and pushing all thoughts of the night’s events from his mind. At that
moment, as he returned to his bed, Hal’s body came to its silent rest on the
beach. As he began to close his eyes, the sound of wailing sirens began to echo
round the bedroom …

Joe Robertshaw
Highly Commended – King William’s College
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Echoes
I don't know what time it is, I don't even know what day it is or month or even
year. All I know is the maze of grey hallways and each eighteen steps there
will be a small air vent in the ceiling. This is obviously not enough information
to tell you who I am or rather what I am. The only other humans I see are
these people in uniforms but they don't ever talk to me or answer my
questions. Although during my stay here I have figured out that these people
are police and that where I am is under a police station. The hallways are
cold, just like the other times I'm dragged from my room, and I'm on my way
to another one of these ‘tests', I don't enjoy them but I'm told I have no
choice.

We turn left and soon I am face to face with a large grey door. Printed in
capitals across the metal are the words 'PRIVATE TESTING'. I cringe as the
hinges grind together letting out a horrible sound, as one police officer opens
the door. I let my eyes adjust to the bright room that is revealed, it’s all white
like the ones you see mental patients put in, but I do have to admit the floor
and walls are wellmade. They are softer than my bed, and I wonder why this
room is so important that they would spend so much money on it. I have been
in here so many times that I almost feel comforted by the bright white room.
On the left side of the room there is a shatterproof window that a few officers
are sat behind and directly opposite on the far right is a screen. I walk over
calmly, which is very different to my first test, but I now know that trying to
fight back is useless. Aman hooks up a wire, which connects me to the screen.
I feel the adrenalin pumping through my veins as an officer tells me a date, a
time and a place. He walks away from me, leaving me in the room on my own
but still being watched through the window and a CCTV camera in the corner
of the room. I see the officers through the window take out pads of paper and
pens. Each item has 'Project Echo: Bringing the Past Back' printed on them
with what I assume is a logo. They get ready to take notes. I feel my mind
fogging up as my vision begins to fade to white. I quickly glance at the screen
before my vision goes completely. I feel myself moving back in time to the
place the police officer told me. I let the darkness surround me as I brace
myself for what they call 'echo the past'.

I find myself in a house; it's a lot like the one I lived in as a child. Walking up
to the large bay window I can tell I'm on the third floor of what seems to be
a large family home in the middle of the countryside, a very convenient place,
no onlookers and no witnesses - that's probably why they couldn't solve this
one. I think I am in a guest room, not frequently used as all the furniture has
a thick layer of dust resting on it. I push the heavy wooden door open, creating
a loud screech that echoes down the hallway that it opens to. It's dimly lit and
I have a choice of turning left or right. From my experiences of these things I
choose the direction that leads into darkness instead of the way that is a little
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better lit. I walk the endless halls of the house for what feels forever,
paintings of stern-looking people hang on the walls and there is the occasional
suit of armour holding a lethal weapon. I continue down some stairs leading
to a grand entrance with a chandelier dangling precariously from the
patterned plastered roof. Soon I find what I have been looking for.

In a large, posh living room stand two people, a man and a woman. Both
screaming insults back and forth. The woman tugs off her wedding ring from
her finger and throws it into the fireplace and watches, as it is lost to the
flames. The man’s face twists showing fury as he turns and stalks away
towards the opposite side of the room, passing straight through me as if I was
a ghost. He violently pulls a shotgun down from where it was mounted on the
wall and aims it straight at his wife. He pulls the trigger. I screw my eyes shut
for a few seconds to try and gather myself together. I open them and find
myself looking into the man's eyes that are full of sadness. Everything turns
blood red and I feel as if I am falling, I can’t breathe, and my body feels like
I have been set on fire as I return to the present.

The adrenalin I once felt becomes sadness. Clapping echoes round the room,
but all I can hear is gunshots. I let my eyes adjust to the white room but all I
can see is his sad eyes. This is most definitely the worst part of the tests. The
remembering. A man in a suit enters the white room holding all the notes that
the officers have written while watching my experience and in the other hand
he holds a brief case. He scans the notes, making a decision in his head. He
then opens the brief case, it is full of money. The police officers that are
standing around the room and are guarding the door, in case I try to escape,
all grin, greed filling their eyes. They begin to shake hands with the man in
the suit and they exchange words. One officer says, "One more case, solved."

Others join in saying, "This is only the start."

But I don't know what they mean, the start of what?

Katie Brown
Highly Commended – King William’s College
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Key Stage 5
University College
Isle of Man (UCM)
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Duck Quacks Don’t Echo
26th December 1985.

IT’S NOT FAIR. I want a duck. I asked Father Christmas for a duck. I wrote a
very polite letter to him asking for a duck. What did I get? This stupid thing!
What am I supposed to even do with a Dictaphone? I’m 10! I will get a duck. I
will. I WILL! Mum said that I did get a duck because I got a cuddly one. I’ve
named her Dianna and we’re going to go on adventures together. I also got a
book with the different breeds of duck in it. Dianna is a Shetland duck;
apparently they’re ‘domesticated, dating back to the Vikings’. I like the idea
of bad ducks taking over the world; it’s the sort of thing that could definitely
happen in the future. Alien ducks replacing the Queen –yes, that would be fun.

I also got a chemistry set yesterday; it’s really cool. There are all sorts of
chemicals that you can add together to make slime and explosions and other
messy stuff. Mum said I couldn’t play with it yesterday because I’d make too
much mess. That wasn’t fair - if she didn’t want me to make mess she should
have told Father Christmas not to get it. I think it was all a cover up and she
actually didn’t want me to accidently blow up grandma when we were tucking
into our Yorkshires. I sat through dinner wondering what experiments I could
do. I quite fancied trying to turn my sister into something a bit nicer, a rabbit
maybe? No! A duck! Grandma said that if I did that I’d be half way to getting
ducks to take over the world. Maybe she’s right - maybe I’ll be the duck
leader. All hail Donald, King Duck, Ruler of the Universe! This morning, I
decided I’d just make some slime (even though I dreamt of alien ducks). The
green stuff went all over the carpet and then the dog ran through it. Dad just
laughed and put a rug over the top. Mum went nuts. I think green
complements cream quite well though.

Do you know what my sister said before? We were playing a game where we
had to guess if these cards were truth or lies. Chloe said ‘duck quacks don’t
echo’ in her horrible, squeaky voice. Ducks - my area of expertise. I said true;
everyone knows that duck quacks don’t echo! Everyone apart from all of my
family and the stupid idiot that wrote the game. Chloe hasn’t stopped teasing
me about it since it happened - an urban myth apparently. I just want her to
go away. I will prove that duck quacks don’t echo, and she will have to take
it all back!

26th December 1990.

Testing…1-2…1-2…Mum’s not in a good mood so I’m staying out of the way and
doing some homework. Chloe got her school report and it obviously wasn’t as
good as mine. She’s getting shouted at for bad behaviour in class and leaving
test papers blank; meanwhile her brother is getting full marks on every exam.
People say I just took to science like a duck to water. I’ve upgraded my
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chemistry set into something a bit more substantial at the back of the
laboratory at school.

As you well know, I’ve been investigating sound waves so that I can compare
them to ducks using the sonic boom mic I made last week. The experiment
was set out perfectly in the lab and my classmates were gathered around
ready to watch me make history. The department had even bought me a duck
for the experiment – they said it would ‘help me focus on other subjects’,
whatever that means. I was just about to poke the duck when I slipped and,
diving to save the duck, smashed into the break glass point and set off the fire
alarm. As I glided across the floor the duck flew out of my arms, wafting his
wings in my face like he’d been ‘tangoed’. We were ushered out of the school
whilst the piercing ding of the alarm echoed around my head. I was in such a
flap that I forgot to save any of my equipment.

My conclusion is not yet reliable, as I have no results, but I can confirm that
it is still possible that duck quacks don’t echo.

26th December 1995.

Is this thing on? Yes – wonderful. So today I was kicked out of my local hospital.
You might ask why? Well, it all started last week when my lecturer told me
that I needed some data to prove my hypothesis; obviously. What type of
scientist scrimps on data? The problem was, and the lecturer knew this, that
my data was slightly unattainable – a thesis on duck genetics is still
revolutionary in this day and age. So I had to show some ingenuity and invent
a fool-proof plan to obtain all of the information. Firstly, I needed a duck.
That was simple enough as I kept some in my bathtub. I needed to select my
subject carefully and unfortunately none of my ducks were up to the
challenge, so I had to look elsewhere. I nabbed one from the park.

You’re probably wondering how all this ended up with me forcibly removed by
some rather cutting nurses. The answer to this lies within some expensive
neurology equipment. And a sizeable amount of duck poo. And a fire engine.

I was attempting to look at the Broca Area of a duck using a series of finely
detailed MRI scans. Unfortunately, the radiographer didn’t like the idea of
‘vermin contamination’ and called immediately for the decontamination
team. The SWAT team turned up in a flap and I panicked – I wasn’t
intentionally holding the duck hostage. The duck also panicked, hence the
poo. And the fire engine? That happened about an hour after I had left, when
the scanner had overheated due to the pressure I had put it at to collect the
data. Suffice to say that I’ll probably be presented with a hefty bill for the
equipment, and maybe a court order, and maybe even a TV interview…

So my findings for the day are unclear but I can conclude that it is still possible
that duck quacks do not echo.
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26th December 2000.

It’s absolutely inconceivable what occurred to me this morning. The only thing
that would make the day worse would be if this stupid Dictaphone stopped
working. Anyway, I was collecting some secondary data for my PhD by
unwinding some duck chromosomes to detect the gene responsible for the
quack genotype. I have previous experience with Restriction Fragment Length
Polymorphism so it appeared to be the obvious choice of experiment for the
thesis. For once, there were no disasters emerging from the study and I was
on track to finding the answer to the age-old question about duck quacks.

I was just inserting the agarose gel for electrophoresis when all of a sudden the
hybridisation process malfunctioned and I was left with a large hole in the
laboratory ceiling. There were several fellow scientists in the laboratory at the
time and I was left mortified. Somehow, and I’m still not sure why, the enzymes
had exploded and the solution had bubbled out all over the laboratory. The floor
was covered in green, toxic liquid and for once in my life it was too late to hide
it. My reputation hung in the balance. I hung my head in shame and was shocked
to see a large hole slowly melting through my shoe. I screamed. I jumped up
and down in horror. I fell. I fell into the glass apparatus and knocked it all over.
There was another reaction; then there was a hole in the roof. It was quite clear
that there weren’t any significant discoveries to be made by the end of the day,
so I began a search for a man to fix the roof.

I can summarise that this investigation provides evidence that duck quacks
might not echo.

26th December 2005.

Radioactive ducks. I think that explains what happened today although I’m sure
you’ll want a full explanation. I’m not quite sure what actually happened
myself. After being largely unsuccessful with the DNA profiling I decided that
I needed to take a break and go back to basics. In a room packed full of famous
scientists I knew I needed to prove myself and the toxicity of my minions was
a sure fire way to do this. The experiment was proving successful – I was on the
cusp of a scientific revolution! A round of applause filled the room, people
from the telly were patting my back and congratulating me, the world seemed
to be a better place. And then someone shouted ‘DUCK’. I presumed due to the
nature of the experiment that they were just so overwhelmed with the success
of the investigation that they couldn’t help but chant my lucky subject’s name.
It didn’t occur to me until I was hit in the face by a rogue roof tile, that they
had in fact all fallen to the floor to avoid the debris released by the
overheating flask. It was a disaster – I nearly even dropped this daft Dictaphone
(although that would be a great excuse to buy a new one)! Once again I ended
up in hospital and once again my experiment ended in failure.

Conclusion for the day – duck quacks might echo.
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26th December 2010.

Am I recording? That pause button is sticking again! I was at the end of my
tether with all this duck business this morning. My life had been dedicated to
a search for the answer to an argument with my sister. She didn’t even care!
Water off a duck’s back, apparently. I was young and it was her job to tease
me. I felt like I had been hit by a ton of bricks when I heard this. It’s not
everyday that you realise your life’s work has been a waste of time. I was
furious with myself for getting so carried away. I decided to lift my mood with
a duck joke. A duck walks into a chemist and asks for some chapstick. When
the pharmacist hands it to him, he says ‘put it on my bill’. Ba dumchh…
Somehow, it didn’t seem remotely funny any more. I sat at my desk and began
to clear away some equipment, stopping momentarily to appreciate the bin
full of paper scraps that were once ideas that could have changed the world.
I was about as happy as a duck in the desert.

Then my nephew asked me why I didn’t take a more traditional approach to
my investigation. At first I was dismissive. My whole life had been dedicated
to sophisticated research methods and expensive equipment. But then, he did
have a point. Why hadn’t I put a duck in a cave?

Our arrival at the cave just off the coast of Antrim was overdue. We had
brought twenty of our precious ducks – we had nothing to lose, except maybe
my dignity. My nephew shouted the obligatory “hello” and we both listened as
it came back at us. Then we heard the sound of what seemed like one hundred
agitated ducks, their calls bouncing off the walls, enveloping us in a
cacophony of quacks.

Finally, I had closure - an answer to one of life’s great questions. My big sister
had been right all along. And the conclusion to my scientific endeavours? Duck
quacks definitely echo and it’s about time I invested in a new Dictaphone.

Charlotte Darbyshire
First Prize – Castle Rushen High School
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Echoes
Crepuscular light seeps into the narrow but widening gap between my eyelids.
Wisps of black smoke curl and dance their way through the thick hazy air and
sting my eyes, forcing them to shut hastily. Through streams of tears I try to
familiarise myself as to my whereabouts, yet all I see is jagged outlines in a
dark setting.

In turn, parts of me awaken from mundane awareness; my hearing is the first
sense to be fully restored. I seem to be in the centre of a construction site.
Ear splitting hammering on concrete, piercing pneumatic drills and the steady
chug chug chug of caterpillar tracks push out every conscious thought;
overwhelming. Yet it seems so far away, the sounds muffled and distant. A
stench of melted paint and scorched wood seems to my brain to be an
abomination of the air. It’s bitter to my nostrils, a pungent smell of what I can
only assume to be burning rubble. The more of my being that awakens the
more frightening this situation is becoming. As far as I can see, I’m enclosed
in a concrete cave. The building blocks, fallen pieces of synthetic stone. The
metallic and salty tones of blood fill my dry mouth; how long have I been here?

After much wiggling of my fingers and toes, I conclude each digit is intact. I
am unable to rely on my vision, putting my other senses in overdrive. As I'm
lying on my back, I extend my arms out as far to each side as I can. My left
palm is the first to come into contact with stone. A smooth surface ending in
uneven rough edges, as if it were bone, bent past its sweet point. As far as
my arms can reach I touch cold, hard rock.

Each time I reach out the ceiling and walls are that much closer and the air
that much thinner. The overpowering noises are now indistinguishable, shrill
and penetrating. I’m suffocating. All I can do is lash out, not a whisper is
drawn from my lips. Never had so few moments of panic seemed like such an
eternity as I feel my consciousness ebbing away. At once, I was struck with
incoherence and inconsistency in my thoughts. I have given myself away to my
pursuer, to exhaustion, to be dead to the world before my tired eyes shut.

I awaken to the broken tick-tickticktick-tick of my wristwatch. My fingertips
can feel it is shattered, the fracture extending across the diameter. The
darkness is all encompassing, not even the dim glow from earlier remains.

“Hello?”

I move as much as I am able in this confined space, starting by turning my
head from side to side. I can already feel the stiffness in my joints, making
sounds of creaking leather when I move.

“Hello!”
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A panging, empty ache in my stomach calls for my attention; I cannot
remember my last meal! Having already extensively explored the prison I’m
confined too, I know there is nothing down here but dust, rock and myself.
“Hello, is somebody there?” The rational part of my brain knows not to get my
hopes up, the probability of another human being down here is highly unlikely,
but I don’t hesitate to answer.

“Yes, yes, hello!”

“I’m Julia. I can’t reach you; you’re on the other side of this rock, but I can
hear you!” A wave of relief engulfs me, but is soon washed away by disturbing
thoughts. What are we doing down here? Are there more of us? What’s going
on? “I - my name is – erm - Hannah. Do you know why, why we are down here?”
I am longing for answers. I am desperate to get out. “Do you work in the City
Gate building?” “Yeah, yeah I do. 4th floor.”

Details are starting to come back to me. The City Gate building is home to
over fifteen companies, a grand building of 40 floors, set near the outskirts of
Denver. “It felt like an earthquake, the shaking was awful. I think it had
something to do with the excavating under the basement, no other buildings
seemed to be moving. “We must be trapped in the wreckage, the building
collapsed.

“Surely there are rescue teams? Has anyone come to look for us? I wasn’t even
meant to be working today! How long have we been down here? Oh God I don’t
want to die!” My mind reals at the bleak possibility of being buried alive.

“Hannah, Hannah don’t panic! I heard digging of what could only have been
search and rescue a few hours ago. I’m sure they’ll be back. So tell me, do
you have a family?”

Julia’s soft, reassuring words soothed my manic brain. I got to know her very
well in the hours we spent talking, every so often one of us would fall asleep
and upon waking there was the comfort knowing the other would be there. I
told her of my beautiful 13 year old daughter, whose name is also Julia. I told
her of the adventures we took in the mountains last summer, the travelling and
long, joyful road trips. I also told her of the quiet times: the times we’d snuggle
under piles of blankets and tear up at sappy romance films; the times we’d
simply sit and drink tea in the conservatory, silent but for the rain battering
glass; and the times where we shared no words, but expressed feelings in a
language in which only we were fluent. It was just the two of us, my baby Julia
and I. Talking about her brought a peculiar sense of serenity upon me. I lost my
feelings of hunger, loneliness and fear; only to grow more desperate to escape
in their absence. Julia, the other prisoner, had it all together; she did not give
into negative feelings of anxiety or terror. Instead she shone as a beacon of
hope. Not the brightest light but it sure beat the darkness.
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“Julia, can you feel that cold wind?” A draft prickled all the way up my skin,
leaving goosebumps in its trail.

“The wind must be getting in from a gap in the rocks! Find it Hannah, find it
and scream for help!”

I was unable to stand or even kneel, but in my excitement I squirmed onto all
fours and began to track the chilly breeze. It came from above head height, I
got as close to it as I could fit and opened my lungs.

“HELP! SOMEBODY HELP US!” I howled and howled until I become hoarse, only
to take a breath and begin again. All the while Julia encouraged me,
comforted me. It was as if she held my hand, pulling me from the brink of
defeat.

What must have been hours later, the construction noises whirred up again.
Slowly at first, then all at once deafening, devouring my attention. The rocky
walls began to quiver and tremble. The noise resonated through the stone;
they must be coming to save us! “Julia they’re coming! We’re getting out of
here! ”I get no response, I assume she can’t hear me so I repeat what I said
louder. Still nothing.

A large block of concrete directly above me appears as if it’s going to crack,
as if it’s going to fall down into the crevice I am hiding in.

“I’m down here. Help!”

An illumination oozes in from the expanding crack, focusing a spotlight on one
half of the cave. The light intensifies, hurting my sensitive eyes, surging in a
white brightness. I keep shouting, yet my strength has expired and I’m
engulfed by a thunderous ringing.

Preliminary Report of Accident
US Department of Labour

Accident Type Accident Classification Date/Time of Accident
Fatal accident Building Collapse 18/05/2005 0830AM

Location under scrutiny
Other – 70metres west of main site, 15m radius, rubble site

Body Count Date/Time Body recovered
1 body recovered. No evidence of other casualties 22/05/2005 1210PM

Body ID
Hannah Pryman, DOB 20/09/1979

Sarah Slater-Kinghorn
Second Prize – Castle Rushen High School
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World Apart
There are many different worlds in existence. Some are like the one you exist
in, lively and warm. Others are isolated and cold. But one world in particular
is especially so.

In this world, there are no towns, or villages, or cities. Nothing is born;
nothing dies. A world where even time does not exist. It is a world that ended
long ago, vacant and unmoving. If I were to choose a place to be born, then I
believe it would not be here. Yet, despite the differences between worlds,
there is one thing that they all have in common: fate. It was my fate to be
born in a world such as this. And despite the distances between worlds, there
is one thing that connects them all: echoes. Dreams, déjà vu, distant and
clouded memories that no-one but you remembers. In many places these are
how echoes from other worlds manifest. But in this world, my world, where
there is nothing, there is a place, where the veil between worlds is at its
thinnest point, where events from other worlds echo freely.

My memory is stagnant. I don’t remember how I came into existence. I don’t
remember how I got here, where I had been until now or where I was going.

Had I always existed in this world?

Any memories I do have before my first in this world are corrupted, hazy, and
unclear. But although I can’t remember, I feel as though I was in a different
world long ago... or perhaps in the distant future. I wonder if the clouded
memories I do possess are the echoes of myself, another present me in a
different world, a livelier, warmer world and I can’t help but feel envious.

In this world of nothingness, I do not even remember how I came to be. I feel
as though this is how is has always been: me, in this world, alone. There are
no buildings, no hills, no trees, and no animals - just an empty vast plain.

This world has nothing to offer. It is insignificant and forgotten. You would
believe that whatever divine power created such a world, would have the
compassion to take everything, including my existence and my ability to feel.
However, I am forever tormented by persistent, infernal emotions. Anger,
curiosity, sadness, envy, loneliness and boredom, are all emotions I could live
without, and yet, possess.

I hate this place. I hate this world. I hate the loneliness. I hate my existence.

Like this world, I have no purpose.

No friends, no family, no community, no pets. I find myself at times falling into
a numb stupor, walking around lazily, for I could not possibly waste any time
in a world where such things do not exist. These episodes scare me more than
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they should and I find myself travelling regularly to the one place I find even
the slightest bit excitement. Where I become animated and energetic and
achieve the closest thing to happiness I possible could in this abysmal place.

There is a place, where I can learn about other worlds. A place where I can,
at times, almost experience them. I do not know how I am able to wander
from this place and yet always find my way back. I do not know how such a
place exists and a part of me wonders if this is divine power’s compassion. An
escape from my monotonous lifestyle, if one could even refer to it as such.

No matter how far I travel, no matter how, in what direction or how quickly I
go, I am always aware of the faint whispers that echo throughout this empty
plain. It’s like these whispers call out to me, beckoning me to come to them
and I am unable to resist. For what miserable, lonely creature, such as myself,
with little else to do, wouldn’t seek out the one thing they felt sought them.

This place isn’t synthetically pleasing to the eye. In fact, just like the rest of
the world, it appears to be just an empty plain. However, if you listen closely
you can hear it: Whispering. I feel as though this has always been the way it
was. I cannot remember a time when this was new to me. However, every
time I return to this place, a miniscule part of my subconscious tells me that
this is an unfamiliar occurrence, that it is not natural.

Though, for something to seem unfamiliar there must be something else that
is familiar. Thoughts such as these reawaken my curiosity and make me
wonder have I always existed here.

Regularly I find myself lying amongst the tall, unruly grass with my eyes
closed, listening. If I focus on one sound, it becomes more and more defined
and I can make out words and sounds. Sometimes I even catch glimpses of
scenes playing behind my eyelids as if it was happening before me.

I know what these are: they are echoes of past happenings in other worlds.
However, I can’t help but wonder how I came to know that and whether this
has always been normal for me. But who am I? What am I? Questioning and
querying are by far the most dangerous things; they must be avoided at all
costs. They are both demons, waging unending war on my psyche, torturing
me relentlessly, leaving me confused and lost.

Listening to the chorus of echoes, I choose one to listen to. The first thing my
ears are met with is the laughter of a child, and the corners of my mouth
inherently pull into a smile. A vague scene of a little boy playing with his
father forms on the back of my eyelids. The child chases his father, his face
painted with childish determination and excitement as the father runs away,
not quickly, but just fast enough to keep at fingertips reach. The latter feigns
an injury, crying out in mock pain, as his pursuer catches him, squealing with
delight.
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Watching the scene before me, I am filled with maternal warmth and in that
moment I wish for nothing more than to be able to run about with them,
laughing carelessly and freely in the company of others. But before I realise
what is happening, a dark fog descends upon me and I immediately feel numb,
useless, depressed and lonely.

“WHY?!”

A cry of desperation and pain rings out as clearly as if someone had screamed
it in my ear.

My eyes snap open and I sit up, the scene of the boy and his father fading into
a distant memory. Glancing around frantically I attempt to locate the source
of the exclamation.

“Worthless...”

Again the voice calls out, but quieter this time, more of a whisper than a cry.
Surveying the surrounding area again, I am unable to find the source of the
voice and conclude that it must be an echo from another world.

“Pointless... Useless ... Alone...”

A cold shiver runs down my spine and I feel myself being dragged further to
the fog. Who? Whose voice is that? Why does it seem so familiar?

Ugh, more questions. However, for whatever reason, I am unable to let these
enquiries remain unanswered.

Closing my eyes, I focus on finding the echo of that person’s voice. I expect it
to be difficult, like finding a needle in a haystack; however I find the voice
quickly and with ease. The echo seemed to be pulsating, shouting, demanding
my immediate attention and I had no problems complying with its wish.

“Why...?”

The voice is somehow clearer than before, as is the pain behind the voice. It’s
as if it was coming from myself, as if I was the one saying the words. Another
image begins to manifest behind my eyelids and a familiar looking girl comes
into focus. I don’t know why or how I know her, but I feel an instant
connection and a jolt of warmth shoots through me, dissipating some of the
dark fog still surrounding me.

The girl is sat in a heap on the floor of a dimly lit room, sobbing. “I hate this
place. I hate this world. I hate the loneliness. I hate my existence.” She
whimpered again and again, rocking back and forward. Her arms hugged
herself so tightly it looked as if she feared that if she let go, she’d fall to
pieces, like the only thing keeping this fragile little china doll together was
her own shaking arms.
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My breath stopped at her words.

She understood.

“Who did I upset in a past life to be condemned here? Who? Because I’ll
apologise right now, okay?” She hiccupped, “I’m sorry...” She whispered
almost inaudibly, “Okay? I’m sorry.” She’s silent for a bit and all that can be
heard is her uneven, shaky breathing.

“I’M SORRY!” She suddenly shrieks into the air before her.

Suddenly, I am immersed in misery and emotional turmoil. Like the girl, I do
not understand why I have been condemned to the world I have. I don’t
understand why I’m alone, why I exist, anything.

Her emotions mirror mine exactly.

It’s then that I suddenly realised why I recognised this girl... why her voice
sounded familiar, why her body seemed familiar, why I felt a connection with
her and why our emotions echo each other’s: she is me and I am her.

We’re the same person. I’d always felt like I existed somewhere else. I’d
always known the hazy memories I possessed were mine, and yet, not mine.

My thoughts are disrupted when I notice something ominously glinting in the
hand of the girl and immediately my stomach plummets.

A knife. She has a knife.

No... no, no, no, no! I chant in my head, over and over.

The girl, however, seems to not notice my pleas as she lifts the knife to her
chest.

Please! I cry, you’re not alone! I’m here! I promise, I won’t leave you alone,
so don’t you leave me!

The girl is no longer crying and that, more than anything, is more terrifying
than the knife... she is serious about ending her existence.

I feel something snap in that instant and, paying it no mind, scream, “STOP!”

The knife drops and the girl looks up, shock apparent on her face, “Hello...?”
She whispers.

“You’re not alone...” I whimper as I realise that she heard me, “and neither
am I...”

At that, the girl’s body begins to shake and she curls into a ball crying, but I
know that, at that moment in time, she does not intend to end her existence.
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I’ll make sure she never does.

I’m not alone anymore and I have a purpose.

Even if I can only listen out for her echoes, I will be there for her.

Phillippa Molnar
Third Prize – Castle Rushen High School
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Shells
Richard breathed raggedly; in then out, in then out, in then out. The portable
oxygen machine mirroring his inhalation and exhalation. He was being taken
down to the operating theatre for a pacemaker, to help the irregular beat of
his heart. I’m nervous, he noted wryly to himself, fidgeting in his starchy
gown. Richard had always been a nervous fellow and now that he was eighty-
three, all that nervous energy had finally caught up with him.

“So, got any plans for the weekend?” the porter taking him down to the
theatre enquired.

“Yes. My grandchildren are coming to see me,” Richard replied taking breaks
to use his oxygen mask.

“Oh?”

“I’ve to tell the two of them about my experience during World War Two, for
a school project they’re doing.”

“War stories, eh?”

“No. I was too young to serve. It’s about my experience during the Blitz.”

Richard followed his mother and father down to the shelter at the end of their
garden whilst the siren wailed overhead. Richard was timidly shuffling,
stopping and starting at every sound that could possibly be the first dropped
bomb. At the shelter, his father warmly greeted their neighbours – Mr and Mrs
Stanley – who shared the bomb shelter with them. He acknowledged them, as
he would have done had they been passing on the street. Richard’s father shut
the metal door and ensured it was securely locked. He sat down on the chair
next to the door and opened the newspaper he had been carrying under his
arm on the walk down the garden. He found the place he had left it at in the
kitchen a few moments earlier and continued reading.

Richard sat down on the bottom bunk bed next to his father. He looked
forlornly around at the corrugated iron walls. He put his back against the cold
wall and brought his knees up against his chest. His heart was beating
furiously, the sound echoing through his rib cage as if it were trying to escape
from his small body. Ba-DUM! Ba-DUM! Ba-DUM!

“You alright, Richard?” his mother asked, penetrating his worried state.

“Yes. I’m fine.” he replied meekly.

“You sure, angel?” he nodded, not letting his voice betray him again.

Doctors and nurses busied themselves around Richard in the preparation
room. He was propped-up on the operating bed, having been transferred from
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his wheelchair a few moments earlier. I wonder if the operation will hurt, he
thought. He had been told that it would just be a local anaesthetic, as they
did not like to knock people out for such a minor operation.

“Excuse me, sir?” said a nurse, trying to get his attention. “I need to put some
of this on your chest,” she said, holding up the white cream for him to see.
Richard raised his eyebrow quizzically.

“It’s to numb the area,” she explained.

He nodded his assent, taking a breath from his oxygen mask. She eased down
the neck of his gown to get access to the skin above his heart. As she started
to apply the cool cream to his skin, he jumped. His already irregular heartbeat
skipped a beat and he suddenly became hyper-aware of his heart. He listened
to it making its struggling gallop. Ba. Dum. Ta. Ba. Dum. Ta. Ba. Dum. Ta. He
did not stir until the nurse had finished.

“That’s it,” she said, applying a transparent plaster to keep the cream in
place. “Just keep an eye on it. It will dissolve into the skin in a few minutes.”

He was left to his thoughts again. There were fewer people in the room now
but it felt as if the room had shrunk. Will it hurt after? Will I feel sick? Will it
cause discomfort? He wondered, the thoughts slipping through his grasp, he
was trying – in vain – to find some small comfort.

“Are you okay, sir?” Richard looked up to find a doctor was looking at him
concernedly. He vaguely remembered him. He had been introduced earlier as
the anaesthetist who would be presiding over the surgery.

“You weren’t taking breaths. You’ve got to remember to keep breathing, sir.”
The doctor put his hand on Richard’s shoulder and gave it a squeeze. “You’ll
be fine, you’re in good hands.” He punctuated the reassurance with a half-
smile. His eyes were a warm brown, Richard noted. Richard took a deep
breath in then out, in then out, in then out. His nerves calmed and he felt that
he was indeed in good hands.

“Has the cream dissolved?” asked the nurse. He took a breath from his oxygen
mask before answering.

“Yes… I think it’s done,” he answered tentatively, pulling down the neck of his
gown to see for himself. The cream had dissolved into his skin.

“Good, they’re just finishing the setting-up of the operation room. Just wait
another minute.” Richard put his oxygen mask back on and concentrated on
his breathing, in then out, in then out, in then out.

The nurse ducked her head into the preparation room. “They’re ready now.”

“We’ll be applying the local anaesthetic in here,” the anaesthetist explained.
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Richard nodded, finding himself unable to think of anything to say. He looked
away as the needle was prepared.

“Please keep still, sir.” the anaesthetist ordered.

As the needle pierced his skin, Richard tried to keep his thoughts on his
grandchildren who were coming to see him that weekend.

The bombshells whistled overhead. Pheeew. Boom! Richard was trying very
hard not to pay attention to them. It was around ten at night and way past his
bedtime. He had pulled a woollen cover over his shivering body. He lay curled
up in the foetal position, beneath the thin scratchy blanket. His heart was still
beating furiously.

His mother and Mrs Stanley were talking at a table at the end of the other
bunk bed. Mr Stanley was also sitting at the table, but he was a quiet man and
was just listening to the two women converse. Richard’s father was still trying
to read the same article as when the bombing had started.

Richard could not sleep. He had been staring at the wall for a while now. He
was not sure, but he thought it was giving him a headache. All of a sudden, a
bomb exploded nearby. He sat bolt upright. His heartbeat increased to a roar.
The sound was not only in his chest but consumed his entire body. His mother
noticed his paling face and rushed over.

“You alright, Richard?” she asked.

He shook his head violently.

“Come here angel,” she said with a motherly calm in her voice. She sat down
next to him on the bed, pulling him close to her with her arm around his
shoulders, in a bid to shield him from the terror overhead.

The bombs continued to fall. Richard, with his knees against his chest,
enveloped by his mother listened to his heartbeat, his mother’s heartbeat and
the bombshells hitting the ground nearby. Her heartbeat was not as quick as
his own and, in a way, this relaxed him. Over time his heart slowed to match
hers which, in turn, kept time with the bombs. Ba-dum. Ba-dum. Pheeew-
boom! Richard decided to distract himself by pretending the bombs were a
third heartbeat, matching his and his mother’s. He did this by pressing his
hands against his ears, muffling the sound of the bombs to imitate the short,
regular heartbeats. Ba-dum. Ba-dum. Pha-bum. Ba-dum. Ba-dum. Pa-dum. He
lost himself in this ‘game’, sheltered in his mother’s arms.

As quickly as the air raid had begun, it ended. The whistle of the bombs was
replaced by the sound of the all clear. The siren stopped. The bombing stopped.
The danger was over. Richard felt his stomach lurch. He tried to communicate
this to his mother but before he could get a word out, he was sick.
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Richard had fallen asleep shortly after the operation had ended. When he
woke up he sat up, a wave of dizziness hit him and he was sick. A nurse rushed
over bringing a cardboard bowl for him to be sick into.

“Don't worry, it's just your body reacting to the new foreign object.” the nurse
reassured him. “We’ll get you some painkillers, you’ll also be able to take
some home with you.”

“When will I be able to go home?” Richard asked.

“Tomorrow or the day after, depending on your progress.”

Good, Richard thought, home before the weekend. He would be able to see
his grandchildren. Richard relaxed, the nausea residing.

“Feel better now?” the nurse asked.

He nodded, listening to the sound of his new regular heartbeat.

Ba-dum. Ba-dum. Ba-dum.

Andrew Ward
Highly Commended – University College Isle of Man
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An Echoing Well
I was living my life as though I was trapped in a maze. Every new turn I made,
every decision which led me to new horizons seemed endless and familiar. It
felt as though I was a spinning top being thrown repeatedly and seeming to go
round in circles of dread. I often thought fondly on my former years, the years
I remembered for one word, freedom. For the past had utterly distorted my
future, my ability to love those around me because of that year, in that
month, on that day, at that hour, and during that minute, a minute of betrayal
and loss - a minute where I decided to stop the clock, not because I wasn't
living but because I knew I couldn't live as the same man I was from then on.
Inevitable, simply summed up as: certain to happen, unavoidable. For me, no
escape, no escape from falling, falling further into the unknown, places I
could never have imagined my life would lead me, a place I wish no one else
will ever have to follow. Though, I would be lying if I said I was alone on this
journey, it's a path sadly travelled too often, yet the travellers are invisible...
lost to others around them, they are not really seen nor are they heard. They
are lost, because they have experienced loss themselves. The inevitable was
certain to happen, and so it did, unavoidable it was, though there's not a day
that goes by where I wish the path had lead me to a different place.

I used to take my son and daughter down to an old well near our house. We
used to drop in small pebbles and listen for them as they plummeted to the
deepened depths of their watery fate. We’d even time how long the pebbles
took to fall until we heard a splash from the pool deep underground. We could
spend hours huddled around the well listening to the echoing sounds bounce
up from below and rise to our ears. Then one day we went down and the
people who just bought the house next door had covered up the well. I often
felt that soon after the well was covered it held many memories I could never
go back to. It encased many small giggles and screams from my children's
youthful years, and as they aged the more I wished I could get those precious
moments back. Isn’t that just it, that's what life’s all about, missing the past
but looking forward to the future. But I was soon to find out how hard it would
be for me to look forward to the future.

Months flew by and I watched my children grow, learn and slowly shape
themselves into the people they wanted to be. My wife and I adored these
treasured years as we knew we'd live them only once. But then the change
came, then things started to become conflicted. For the times that my wife
and I had lived for, weren’t enough to keep her living. For her body had fought
but its fight had gone and she was going with it. 27th January 2005, 8:46pm I
kissed her forehead for one last time. It seemed pointless. I felt numb and
emotionless. I was broken but I knew I had to first help my children fit their
broken pieces together. The future became futile, no longer something I
looked fondly upon.
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Days lumbered by and slowly I learned to love in the same way I had before.
I continued to walk down the road where the well barely stood, but it stood
all the same. It was worn and weathered but still holding strong, some traits
I often saw in myself. It wasn't a thing of beauty but beauty was held inside.
The beauty of cold March mornings, family Sunday walks and kicking up golden
leaves under threadbare trees. I heard the sounds of laughter in the snow and
sledging shrieks. This well had overseen the memories of a loving family, so
too had the small house that stood next to it.

Life slowly found colour again and daily living gently eased the ongoing pain.
Soon a year had slipped through my fingers. I was often told, from those
around me, that change made all the difference but change seemed too
ambitious for a small family finally finding peace in normality. Yet these words
resided with me and I too often felt that a home should not only be a roof over
our heads but a place that brought warmth to hearts and love to lives. As they
say... “Home is where the heart is." Still, I felt my lonely heart had wandered
from the four walls around me, though I wasn’t too sure where.

Summers and winters materialised and years aged those around me. Things
seemed unchanged because they were. Except for one thing, the house that
stood small next to our well became empty. I pondered over this because for
some reason something inside me felt that this was it. My empty heart was
soon to fill an empty home. I knew that this was the change I had waited so
long for.

Now, as an elderly man, I sit in a sunken armchair, calloused hands resting on
its tattered arms and gaze out to a small well. A well that is not covered, a
well surrounded by flourishing flowers and an old well with a new purpose. For
my well now passes the hours for five small grandchildren who drop in endless
pebbles and hear the rippling echoes. I remember how languished over finally
opening up that well, to delve into and almost hear, like old echoes, the most
loving memories I have. But if there is nothing else that I will take from my
long lived life, let the one thing be this: it is memories that make loss hurt
the most, though it's also memories that help the hurt to heal.

Olivia Hewins
Highly Commended – Castle Rushen High School
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The Tale of Timothy Trent
“There is no love that is not an echo.”

An echo of what Charlotte heard Harry tell Charlie during PE in hushed tones.
An echo of what Charlotte told Penny who told Georgina who told her mum
then her mum told Eleanor, who might have mentioned it to Sarah, whose
boyfriend is best mates with Johnny. Although only a whisper, those who
strained hard enough to listen; heard.

This is the tale of Timothy Trent. A schoolboy not much younger than you or
I, about 15 when it all began. Year 11 now, heading into his last term before
the journey to sixth form. Away from the awkward shade of navy blue that
would not complement any shoes he owned and onto the slick black three-
piece suit he had his heart set on. Everyone in 11JRP was most excited for this
ounce of freedom in their wardrobe contents. However, the change from
comfort to the unknown was terrifying, moving from small intimate friendship
groups to larger swarms of older students. This was scary. People travelled
from all over the island to come to Dreyton sixth form, the only all boys school
on the island. One of the most respectable schools they were told over and
over, until the notion was ingrained in their heads. They soon became
accustomed to the fact that this was where the majority of their form was
headed. There wasn’t much choice.

But the scariest thing of all was how many more people were going to know.
How many more people were going to find out? How many more ears were
there to whisper into? How many more mouths to pass on the message? This
was what Tim was afraid of. He was afraid of the warped message that would
finally come out at the end of it. As though the mouths of students were a
machine that worked to twist and manipulate every word that he had dared
reveal. He wished he hadn’t said so much. He wished he hadn’t said anything
at all. Because everyone there was going to know.

Bethany was Tim’s best friend. She had been since Year 4 when he gave her
his 50p for toast day. This was one of the best days of the week. A small luxury
which all children of varying ages treasured dearly, common ground if you will.
Forgetting your toast money was quite literally one of the most traumatic
experiences of primary school, besides being un-invited from your ‘best
friend’s’ birthday party. So you can imagine Bethany’s extreme surprise when
Tim sacrificed his sacred coin for her benefit. He was more than willing to give
it to her. He’d always admired her rosy cheeks and bouncy pigtails, though
always too shy to express it. Toast day was the perfect opportunity to win her
over, and win her over he did.

The rest of their class thought their friendship was weird. Boys play with boys
and girls play with girls - that’s how it works right? Boys have cooties and girls
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are just odd. But every break-time they would sit together in the cloakroom,
tucked away into the far left corner which was sheltered by the large brick
wall. This was their escape, away from prying eyes where they were able to
explore alternate universes with minimal disturbance. Little Billy Porter once
stumbled upon them when he came to collect his coat, and after what seemed
like a lifetime of teasing, people learned to leave them to it.

As the years went by their friendship only grew stronger, making them all the
more inseparable. Summer upon summer they’d embark on wild outdoor
adventures, building numerous dens and engaging in make-believe fantasies
before jumping into the nearest lake to cool off. The water was so refreshing
against the rays of the sun, the reflections momentarily blinding whoever
caught its glare, causing the recipient to fall back beneath the waves in
dramatic motion. One time Bethany challenged Tim to see who could swim the
farthest; Tim was adamant that he was the strongest swimmer, but purely out
of courtesy and good manners, Bethany became the champ. Once their energy
had almost expired the grass invited them to rejuvenate, engulfing their
bodies in the long flowing blades, their chests heaving in exhaustion. The
daisies littered around them provided hours of entertainment in the form of
chains, linked back on themselves to create crowns, featuring in their very
own coronation.

The two remained firm friends right up until the first day of the last school
term before summer, when he entrusted her with his biggest secret and battle
of the last two years. GCSEs were out of the way now, and this was the next
big thing he needed to get off his chest. They were both older now, far more
mature with age. Her pigtails no longer existed, in their place a mass of
straight, dark locks framed her delicate face. The rosiness from her cheeks
had faded throughout the years, replaced by the discovery of makeup and the
orange glow that surrounded it. Her luminous eyes contrasted greatly against
a black outline, making her stare significantly more uncomfortable. Inhaling
sharply, he began...

She stayed silent for a while, sitting cross legged on her chair, nodding
occasionally to reassure him she was listening. By the end of it Tim was
exhausted, his heart pounding heavily beneath his chest, his eyes heavy with
the weight of his tears. He could see her processing the conversation, though
this would imply a response. Surely this must not come as much of a shock to
her, after all these years was she really that clueless? Soon it became apparent
that she had been rehearsing what she intended to say for quite some time
now, and as the opportunity had presented itself, she was simply revising her
notes. The words that followed were all that Tim had expected; but not from
her. A mixture of parent-like shame and patronisation coursed through her
words like venom, lunging at his heart like a viper. He felt a final wave of
helplessness wash over him as she concluded her speech, making him wonder
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how long she had pondered exactly how to respond to his confession. Probably
as long as he had taken to say it, he supposed. But in that very moment he
finally saw how much bitterness was stored up in her heart, no longer was she
the person he felt most at ease with. She had changed.

The following weeks were nothing short of a nightmare for poor Tim, now
disowned by his ‘best friend’ in favour of a real man, so she said. Harry, his
name was. He’d never really had much to do with him until the Thursday
before last, during PE. Tim had walked into the sports hall only to be greeted
by a duel look of disgust from this Harry guy and his friend Charlie. For a
moment Tim considered checking to see if his shorts were on back-to-front or
he’d got toothpaste on his shirt, but usually this critical analysis was only
carried out by the girls. For the entire duration of the double lesson Tim
became a human target, initiated by his new-found rivals, Harry and Charlie.
The seemingly endless supply of the department’s store cupboard was
emptied in his direction, coupled with vast amounts of laughter and high-fives
upon impact. Besides swerving out of the way of numerous balls, Tim
wondered what on earth he could have done to deserve such malicious
motives.

Then it clicked.

She wouldn’t… would she? After endless summers and long winter nights? After
all of the laughter leaving them gasping for breath? They would roll round in
a fit of giggles until their lungs felt as though they were going to collapse, a
similar feeling to how Tim felt now, only the laughter had been removed from
the equation. They had grown up together, grown stronger together. She was
his crutch when he needed her, and he, a shoulder for her to cry on. But these
were nothing more than memories now. As it turned out; she would. The news
spread like wildfire, starting with Harry and progressing from group to group
until even the unlikeliest of parents were notified of the revelation. All the
boys hated him, most of the girls were mortified, apart from a small minority
who now consider Tim to be their best friend, and the teachers just turned
their backs when he became the latest spit-ball target during classes.
Outdoors was worse. Tim was now very familiar with the corner at the far side
of the field that was obscured from view. Emerging from the bushes with fresh
colours to his pale skin. His body grew thinner as his despair grew larger; his
cheekbones no longer resembled the cheek of a young boy, replaced instead
with the betrayal of his childhood companion. Looking back now Tim felt his
kindness merely reflected his naivety, oblivious to the innocence now turned
stupidity.

Johnny knew now. Obviously he was appalled by the news, delivering several
kicks to his torso while threatening worse if Tim were ever to mention his
name again. While his body ached with the pain, he simultaneously felt
nothing. And the nothing he felt was a relief compared to the agonising taunts
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and digs from all directions. All admiration for Johnny was lost in that
moment, causing deep contemplation into the source of his attractiveness,
which was somewhat unable to be found. His shoulders towered high above
Tim’s limp body, his jawline clenched with aggressive intentions. His dark
brows furrowed above his wild eyes; below, his nostrils flared. Pushing against
the pain, Tim managed to stifle a smirk at the sight, with the re-occurring
image of a raging bull flashing before his eyes. Of course, this did not sit well
amidst Johnny’s fury and in his last few moments of consciousness Tim found
himself reminiscing on times much simpler than now, before he had told her,
before the realisation that his best friend no longer existed, before she had
changed. He thought back to the blades of grass caressing his body, the daisy
chain she had clipped into place with a thousand grips tugging on every hair
available, yet a pain he would happily live a thousand times over if only he
could bring it back.

He did not regret their friendship. He did not regret letting her become
champion of the lake. He did not regret surrendering his toast money. And
now, he realised he did not regret revealing his secret, as it unintentionally
sparked the revealing of her own.

A tear rolled down his cheek as his eyelids became heavier. A smile spread
from ear to ear, as the buzz of the gathering crowd faded to a distant hum.
He looked up, past the faces of nosy spectators he saw the light, with a rosy-
cheeked little girl, with pigtails he so fondly remembered, holding out her
hand.

This was the tale of Timothy Trent, the whispers of whom echo for all eternity.

Phoebe Roosen
Highly Commended – Castle Rushen High School
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Awoken
Each and every one of the lights are blinding. It feels as though I have awoken
from the strangest of dreams, perhaps even a nightmare. My eyes gradually
flutter open, revealing none but a blurred outline of the bed I find myself lying
in. In an attempt to give myself a better view of what lies around me, I try to
elevate my head ever so slightly. My efforts were fruitless. The crippling
weight of aches and pains prevents me from doing anything of the sort. It is a
pain so unbearable, I can hardly tell which part of me it is coming from.

Although it will undoubtedly bring unfathomable pain to me, my curiosity wins
me over once again. Rather than lifting my head, I opt to tilt it to the left. My
peripheral vision gave a vague outline of what could be a bedside desk, sitting
just adjacent to me. The walls are white, all over. Not even a hint of colour
is given throughout. Everything is so clean, could this be my home. I truly can't
imagine myself to be the person who keeps his bedroom as blank or as bare
as this. Or maybe I am, I can’t say for sure.

The bedside desk is just as plain as everything else. There stands a lamp, an
empty glass, a dead flower and a photo frame. I pull myself together and focus
on the frame. I'll have to endure the pain it takes to get it. My arm lifts,
stinging with discomfort, only for it to be held back. I push my arm forward
again, it is held back again. I try again; still, my efforts are in vain. I hold my
arm before me, in an attempt to see what may be holding me back. A wire,
no, a tube. A tube going from my wrist and into a machine down beside the
back end of the bed. How long has that been there? My vision is only really
becoming worthwhile now, so I wouldn't be surprised if this white machine had
blurred into the white background of this white room. Say, now that I can see.
I take another look around. I wasn't wrong the last time, everything is bare
and clean. However, upon the back of the door, where I thought there to be a
window of sorts, lies a whiteboard. Upon the whiteboard is written: 'Wallace.
P, Car Accident, 16/03/2005'. Poor guy.

Just as I am reading whatever came next, the door flies open, crashing against
the perfect white paintwork behind it. A woman walks in, clad in full blue and
white, topped with a little white hat. I go to ask her who she is, and more
importantly, what she is doing here. But my attempts to speak bring only gasps
and wheezes. I feel... out of practice. Whilst she was fiddling with some of the
machinery, she opted to break the silence that had quickly engulfed the room.
Not that it was much louder beforehand mind you. She asked how a 'Mister
Wallace' was, and how he was feeling. How on earth am I supposed to know
that? The poor man was in a car accident earlier this month, I think. I didn't
answer her. Half because I have no idea what she is on about, half because I
can't. She repeats her question yet again; she spaces out each of her words as
though she is attempting to talk to a five year old. She turns to me and tilts
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her head slightly, smiling as she does so; all whilst I unsuccessfully attempt to
respond. She takes the glass from the bedside desk and trots out of the room.

Some would say it is rude to leave someone's door open, this woman obviously
begs to differ. She returns with a full glass, and a man. She gently puts her
hand behind my head, lifting it enough that I can sip from the cup of water
she is holding out. I lean back down, only to feel as though I am lying on
something. My head assumes that it is a TV remote, although we lack a
television in here, so I have my doubts. The man pulls it from beneath me and
prods some of the buttons upon it. Like a machine, the entire bed starts tilting
forward, forming the shape of an oversized chair. I can't help but chuckle as I
awkwardly and slowly rise up to their level.

The question is repeated, although this time it is the man who asked me. I
look at him, top to bottom. He is in the same colour scheme as the woman,
although his white coat goes down to his knees. He is also carrying a
clipboard, one which his other arm rests upon. They seem excited at the
prospect of me responding to them. The woman sits on the end of the bed,
nodding and smiling at me, all whilst the man stands overhead, eagerly
holding his pen against his notepad. After another mouthful of water, I speak
to them ... The man tuts and repeats his earlier question, the one about
Mister Wallace. My voice, still dry and gravelly, responds to him. I tell him I
have absolutely no idea who he is talking about, and any trace of a smile
proceeds to flee from his face, replaced by a much more sinister frown. "I'll
make the call," he said, as he tip-toed from the premises. I turn to the female;
she is also looking upon me with what seems like sadness.

"What's wrong?" I ask her, with a hint of confusion. She reaches over to the
desk, and grasps the photo frame I saw earlier. It had been lying face down,
so I was never able to see the frame's contents. The picture consists of a young
man and a young woman. They're on a hill someplace. The sky is a beautiful
shade of blue, and the grass is a luscious green, dotted with pretty red
flowers. They look nice too. The woman stands only slightly shorter than he.
In her blonde hair sits a small red flower, like the ones around them. The man
in the photo looks as though he's trying to be happy. His smile seems forced,
his beard is patchy and unkempt, not the nicest of men by the looks of it.

"Do you know who they are?" asked the woman holding the frame. I jumped
ever so slightly; I had become so indulged in the photo I had forgotten she was
even there. I look again. Now that she asks that, I do feel a slight hint of deja
vu. To this, the nurse returns the frame to its downward position upon the
bedside desk and proceeds to leave the room. This time, closing the door
behind her.

They asked me about 'Wallace' over and over. As much as I'd like to correct
them, I have no idea what my name actually is. I am told that I should sleep
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now, for night is upon us. But how can I sleep not knowing who or where I am.
It shall be a long night, I am sure of it.

Sunlight shines through my window like spears of gold. My eyes slowly blink
open, once again taking in the nothingness of my surroundings. After almost
an hour of sitting there staring at the ceiling, I am told that I am able to go
for a stroll. The wires and injections are taken from me, my shackles cut
loose. I can feel my feet aching with every step I take, almost as if there is an
unshakable weight upon my shoulders. The world outside my little room is
very different to what I expected. There are colours everywhere, there are
people everywhere and there is life everywhere. The other people tend to
keep their distance from me, I can't see why. Unless it is this short spotted
dress thing I am wearing. Not my usual choice of fashion, or at least, I hope
not.

I stand by the reception, waiting for someone to tell me what this place is,
but I hear a gasping from behind me. It is as though my whole world has gone
silent. I turn to see the very same woman from the picture, staring at me,
unblinkingly. She gasps again, now with tears running silently down her
cheeks. I step forward, holding out my hand, but she steps back. She is
shaking. I hold both of my hands up, in an attempt to calm her. But she turns
and runs before anything else can happen.

With that, pictures flood their way back into my mind. I can see the man from
the photo shouting at the very same woman from before. He gets into a car,
and screams that she does the same. I flash back into reality, people staring
all around. But not for long, for the rest of this nightmare arrives shortly after.
The man is shouting at the woman from the front seat of the car, she cries in
objection to what he says. The two pull over at a petrol station; the man exits
the car and heads into the building. Seeing her only chance, the woman runs
from the car, into the night. Having seen this, the man follows. He jumps into
his car and pulls out onto the road. With the blaring of a truck horn, the
nightmare ends.

I scarper back to my room, hoping it acts as a sanctuary from these dreams. I
am trapped here, destined to be tortured should I leave. There is a mirror on
the wall, and I slowly turn to it. I can see the door in the reflection, with the
name 'Wallace' still scrawled onto the whiteboard. Next to the name, stands
me.

Tom Cregeen
Highly Commended – Castle Rushen High School
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